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Abstract

Comprehensive Model for Projection Photolithography: Rigorous, Fast and Novel

Processing

By

Mosong Cheng

Doctorof Philosophy in Engineering - Electrical Engineering andComputer Sciences

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Andrew R. Neureuther, Chair

The central theme of this thesis is comprehensively modeling projectionphotolithography

and identifying how process factors such as the mask, lens and resist impact the

lithographic resolution. In addition, a novel electric-filed enhanced post exposure bake

process that improves resolution is introduced. First a methodology of modeling line-end

shortening (LES) effects in KrF 248nm resists is described, which combines optics and

resist post exposure bake (PEB) simulation and matches the experimental data to better

than 10% of the nominal linewidth. The results show that LES in KrF resists results from

optical proximity and acid diffusion. Then a fast algorithm is developed for solving the

non-linear partial differential equations in resist reaction/diffusion. Using high order

partial differential expansion, this algorithm achieves a time step ICQ times larger than

the Finite Difference Method and is more than 10 times faster than Finite Element

Method. An image processing algorithm is also developed which retrieves the physically

fine contours of patterns from noisy Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) pictures. Then

contours are compared with those from simulation to effectively extract the model

parameters.
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A main contribution of the thesis is the extension of the comprehensive model using a

divide-and-conquer strategy to ArF lithography of 120nm critical dimension (CD) with

the emerging exposure tools and resists. Extensive linewidth measurements and SEMs

were made at Texas Instruments and merged with data on lens aberrations and resist

models from SEMATECH. For the lOOnm node, when adjusting for mask error, the

model fit through dose, focus and feature types and size (DFS) CDs within 5% for lines

and matched the SEM areas of 2D patterns within 15%. The most important factors were

image position in the resist and threshold. A strong DFS variation for the low light

intensity images of small gaps was observed. Adding trajectory dissolution model

allowed the gap prediction error of 25nm over 80 DFS cases. This error is large but

reasonable given that the SEM LES error in 193nm resists is greater than lOnm.

This thesis also presents a novel electric-field-enhanced post exposure bake technique

which uses alternating electric field to aggressively modify or control the profile of

photoresist. In PEB process the presence of an alternating field leads to an order of

magnitude greater arc length of the proton in the preferred direction than in the unwanted

lateral directions. In experiments a resist profile improvement effect was clearly observed

and the resist resolution was significantly improved. This technique is of practical interest

and a patent application wasfiled by the University of California.

Professor Andrew R. Neureuther

Committee Chairman
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1 Introduction

Optical lithography has been a key enabling technology for the miniaturization of

semiconductor devices. This has been made possible by the use of shorter wavelengths of

light to pattern submicron features. At each move towards a shorter wavelength, new

lens, exposure tools and resist materials are developed. With the semiconductor device

dimension shrinking below the exposure wavelength. Resolution Enhancement

Techniques (RET) are playing a more and more important role in integrated circuit (IC)

manufacturing, since they offer viable extensions of optical lithography tools for future

generations of ICs.

During the optical lithography step in IC manufacturing, a mask pattern comprised of

dark and clear areas is transferred to the photoresist on the wafer surface through the use

of imaging optics. Resist chemistry as well as underlying film types will affect the final

resist profile on the wafer. Because of the complexities associated with this

mask/lens/resist system, modeling has been used extensively to investigate the effects of

different operating parameters. Modeling and simulation is also useful for understanding

factors responsible for various issues associated with the implementation of advanced

lithography processes and emerging technologies. Semiconductor process simulators

including COMPOSITE [1], SAMPLE [2], DEPICT [3], PROLITH [4], SOLID-C [5]

and SUPREM [6] have become important tools in process development and optimization.

Given the reduction in cost of computation and increase in cost of experimentation trend,



process simulators will continue to provide a cost effective means of understanding

physical aspects of processing steps to allow for process optimization.

The most difficult aspect of modeling advanced lithography processes at one point was

the formidable difficulty in emulating the complex optical diffraction of high-NA lens or

reaction state dependent transport that occurs in the post exposure bake (PEB) process of

chemically amplified resists (CARs). In the PEB process, for example, the model-

equations result in a system of highly nonlinear partial differential equations (PDEs) that

degrade the performance of numerical methods severely. With the many advances on

simulators, including work at University of California, Berkeley, by Phil Ranner, Kenny

Toh, David Newmark, Derek Lee on SPLAT [7][8], Marco Zuniga [9], Ebo Croffie [10]

and Lei Yuan on STORM [11], the computational complexity of lithography simulation

is becoming a secondary concern. The major difficulty arises from the calibration of

models and identification of process factors that limit the pattern transfer quality.

Particularly, with the rapid progress of sub-wavelength lithography, all aspects of the

lithography process are becoming limiting factors of printing resolution. Besides

diffraction limited imaging, mask accuracy, lens imperfection, imaging location, resist

optics, photoacid diffusion and resist dissolution all have big impacts on pattern

formation. To model these effects physically means to develop a predictive model for

each effect and then integrate these models to predict the final resist patterns. Decoupling

the complexities brought forth by these entangled factors presents a formidable challenge.

The central theme of this thesis is to address these complexities though divide-and-

conquer strategy.



This thesis begins by discussing a methodology for modeling line-end shortening (LES)

effects in 248nm resists. The fact that 248nm resists have been well developed simplified

the LES modeling work and nevertheless provides a base for understanding much more

complicated 193nm imaging process. Using SPLAT, STORM and a threshold activated

site concentration model, the LES in APEX-E and UVIIHS resists is successfully

predicted in this thesis with error less than 10% of nominal linewidth. The resist PEB

parameters are also effectively extracted in the process of fitting simulated LES with

experimental data thoughMethod of Feasible Direction (MFD) [12].

Then in this thesis, the high nonlinearity of PDEs used to describe the PEB of CARs is

addressed through a fast algorithm that is a modification of Finite Difference Method

(FDM). A new algorithm is introduced that uses high order partial differential expansion

to represent unknown functions in PDE so this allows a much larger time step than in

FDM and ends of simulating by an order of magnitude faster than FEM. The algorithm

was implemented in RIAR, which stands for Rapid Imaging Algorithm for Resist [14].

With this rapid PEB simulation capability, the incorporation of CAR simulation into

model parameter extraction, physical process verification and optical proximity

correction (OPC) becomes feasible.

One of the main contributions of this thesis is to use the pattern fidelity in 2D to evaluate

the effectiveness of simulation models and/or extract the model parameters. Traditionally,

a 1-dimensional metric, critical dimension (CD), is used to evaluate the lithography

performance as well as the effectiveness of simulation models. Also, CD control is the

primary concern of lithographers and reticle designers who rely heavily on OPC software

for sub-wavelength printing capability. With the increasing demand of printing sub-



200nm random logic devices, however, the 1-D CD metric is becoming less adequate.

The control of pattern fidelity, which is a 2-dimensional metric, is becoming more and

more important to ensure IC yield and performance. To facilitate direct comparison of

SEMs and simulations, an image processing algorithm was developed which retrieves the

physically fine contours of patterns from noisy SBM pictures, and then computes the

difference of the extracted contours with those simulated by a given model. By fine

tuning the parameters to minimize the difference between experimental and simulated

contours, the model parameters can be effectively and efficiently extracted. This

approachis essential to 2-dimensioanl calibration of models.

A systematic divide-and-conquer strategy with fast simulation capability and image

matching algorithm is presented in this thesis to comprehensively model 193nm

lithography, in which lens design and resist properties are not as mature as 248nm

lithography. The experimental work were done in summer 2000 and summer 2001 at

Texas Instruments (TI). Based on the enormous amount of experimental data and SEM

pictures obtained at TI and resist parameters from International SEMATECH, the main

process factors were identified individually. These factors affecting printing quality

include mask accuracy, choice of imaging imagining focal plane, lens aberrations, resist

PEB process and resist dissolution mechanism. Practically, the SEM measurement error

is also not negligible in calibrating models due to the large LER and resist slimming [15].

In this divide-and-conquer strategy, the actual mask CDs were measured and

incorporated in all simulations to eliminate the mask error effect. It is found that the

unexpected isolated-dense line bias is mostly determined by mask CD variations. Then

by inspecting the CD vs. defocus curves of isolated and dense lines, the location of focal



plane in the resist can be determined. When adding lens aberrations measured by Litel in-

situ technique at Texas Instruments [16], it was found that the actual focal plane location

was 0.1mm lower than calculated under the assumption of aberration-free lens. The error

of simulated CDs is further reduced after including lens aberrations.

Using the measured mask CDs, lens aberrations and the imaging location found above,

the light intensity in resist of lines at different defocus, different pitch and 9.5mJ/cm2

dose are simulated. A threshold light intensity model was used to determine the line CDs.

By fitting line CD vs. defocus simulations with experimental curves, the threshold was

extracted. The Root Mean Square (RMS) of the simulation error was 5.26nm, or 5% of

the smallest linewidth. Thus this single-threshold model is adequate in predicting line

CDs through focus, dose and linewidths.

The calibrated single-threshold resist imaging model was further used to simulate 2-

dimensional patterns. The simulated images matched the experimental SEM pictures

within less than 15% error. However, the line-end gaps predicted by this model were

much larger than experimental, which indicates the resist PEB or dissolution processmay

have big impact on opening gaps. PEB and an assumed trajectory dissolution models

were tested to separately identify the impact of the two processes. In PEB model, the acid

diffusivity, the deprotection rate constant and the threshold activated site concentration

were tuned to determine the Une-end gaps. The PEB model reduced RMS error of line-

end gap prediction to 37nm while increase linewidth prediction error to 20%. The

assumed trajectory dissolution model proposed that the dissolvability of resist at a certain

location is enhanced by the maximum acid concentration in its neighborhood. While

keeping the error of line width simulation within 6nm, the dissolution model reduces the



error of predicting gaps to 26nm over 80 different dose, focus and feature-type cases.

Given the fact that SEM measurement error in 193nm resists is greater than lOnm, the

dissolution model fit experiment fairly well. The residual error may be due to the

incompleteness of dissolution simulation.

Besides the comprehensive modeling work on projection photolithography, the thesis

also presents a novel resist processing technique, termed "Electric-Field-Enhanced Post

Exposure Bake" (EFE-PEB), to improve resist resolution and sensitivity. This technique

uses alternating electric field to aggressively modify or control the profile of photoresist.

The resist material becomes soluble in reactions catalyzed by protons generated by

exposure. In this process, the presence of an alternating field leads to an order of

magnitude greater arc length of the proton in the preferred direction than in the unwanted

lateral directions. This technique uses similar principle as electrophoresis, which uses

electric field to separate nucleic acids and proteins by size and charge [17][18].

Compared with electrophoresis, the EFE-PEB technique uses electric field to enhance not

only physical motion, but also chemical reaction cross-section. In experiments a resist

profile improvement effect was clearly observed and the resist resolution was

significantly improved. The method provides a promising solution to the problem of lack

of single layer resist facing 157nm and Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) lithography [19].

With this method, current commercial deep-UV resists could be used in 157nm and EUV

lithography with little modification. A patent of this invention was filed by University of

California on July 18, 2001.

This dissertation is a result of several collaboration works. The initial project leading to

the work in this dissertation was the modeling line-end shortening (LES) effects in deep-



UV resists based on optics and resist simulation. Collaboration work with Texas

Instruments (TI) on the investigation of LES in 248nm resists led to the conclusion that

the incorporation of lens aberrations and resist optics into lithography models is needed.

The advent of transparent materials at 193nm lithography directed this dissertation work

to develop development of efficient chemically amplified resist simulators and pattern

matching algorithm to address 193nm resist issues. Further collaboration with TI on

modeling pattem fidelity in 193nm lithography provided enormous experimental data and

made possible the comprehensive methodology of modeling ArP 193nm lithography

based on optics/resist simulation and image calibration.

Collaboration work with Ebo Croffie and Lei Yuan on algorithm improvements of the

finite element method (FEM) implementation has greatly improved the efficiency of

CAR simulation. The collaborative work between University of California at Berkeley

TCAD Group and Texas Instruments C035 Photo Group on modeling KrF and ArF

lithography and investigating mask/lens/resist impacts motivated the modeling

framework presented in this thesis and provided experimental basis to validate the

modeling methodology. The modeling framework was developed in collaboration with

Mark Terry, Keeho Kim, Mark Ma and Maureen Hanratty of Texas Instruments.

A general overview of pattem distortion issues in optical lithography, foUowed by the

line-end shortening simulation and model calibration is presented in Chapter 2. This

chapter also presents a quick method of predicting LES in 248nm resists by calculating

image intensity inside resists. Chapter 3 presents a general purpose fast algorithm for

solving non-linear PDEs used to describe the PEB process of CARs, along with

numerical examples of algorithm performance. In Chapter 4, the image processing



algorithm is presented for comparing simulated images with noisy SEM pictures. By

minimizing the contour difference, the simulation model parameters can be extracted.

This 2-dimensional calibration framework is further employed in Chapter 5 to

comprehensively model projection photolithography on the basis of mask/lens/resist

simulations. The impacts such as mask variation, lens aberrations and resist

deprotection/diffusion characteristic on pattern fidelities are also identified.

Chapter 6 discusses the theory of the novel technique EFE-PEB, which uses vertical

alternating electric field to maintain the dominance of vertical deprotection/transportation

of acid over lateral reaction. In Chapter 7, the experimental Scanning Electron

Microscope (SEM) pictures of EFE-PEB and standard PEB in electron-beam and KrP

lithography are compared and analyzed, which validates this resist processing technique.



2 Methodology of Modeling Line-

End Shortening Effect in KrF

Resists

2.1 Introduction

Extension of optical lithography into deep sub-micron regime exacerbates the finite

spatial bandwidth effects of the various lithography subsystems. These effects are

illustrated by so-called comer rounding and, if severe enough, by the line-end shortening

phenomenon (LBS). Several processes contribute to this phenomenon, mask fabrication,

optical imagery, resist systems and wafer etch. Line-end shortening has been described

and modeled, based on aerial image and Fickean acid-diffusion in post exposure bake

(PEB). For chemically amplified resist (CAR) used in deep-UV lithography, however,

acid diffusion is non-Fickean. Hence a more general model of LBS based on PBB in

CARs is desired.

Historically, many efforts have been made in modeling projection optics and deep-UV

resists and simulating LBS. T. Brunner found that the degree of LBS was a strong

function of linewidth [20]. C. Mack et al developed PROLITH, a widely accepted

lithography simulator, and applied PROLITH in modeling line end shortening [21].

SOLID-C, a widely used lithography simulator developed by SIGMA-C Co, has proved

very useful for 2D developed-resist image problems. J. Byers presented several

9



methodologies in calibrating chemically amplified resist models [22]. At University of

California, Berkeley, M. Zuniga proposed a non-Ficken-diffusion resist model [23],

based on which two post exposure bake (PEE) simulators, STORM was were developed

by E. Crolfie [24]. A physical model of LES using SPLAT and STORM was thereafter

developed by the author [25].

2.2 Post Exposure Bake Model for Deep-UV Resist

Presently, resist models attempt to capture their behavior by converting an exposure dose

to an initial acid concentration through Dill's ABC model[26][27][28]. During the post

exposure bake, this initial acid catalyzes a deprotection/cross-linking reaction, which

alters the solubility of the resist film. Meanwhile, the acid also diffuses throughout the

resist, which accounts for the disappearance of standing wave effects existing in

exposure. Dissolution models then predict development rates as a function of

deprotection level, or activated site concentration. Traditionally, PEB model parameters

have been obtained with FTIR traces of large, flood-exposed areas.

The simulation described in this paper adopts the reaction equations proposed by M.

Zuniga [29][30] to describe deprotection kinetics in DUV resists.

Equation 2-1 K^C,
(jt uX (/X

D= D„e° '̂
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Here K\ is the reaction rate, K2 is the acid loss rate, m is a fitting parameter, Cos and Ca

are the activated (deprotected) site concentration and acid concentration, respectively. D

is the acid diffiisivity, which is an exponential function of Cas-

2.3 Extraction of PEB Parameters

Marco Zuniga et al presented a methodology for extracting PEB reaction and diffiisivity

parameters through broad area exposures without the need for FTIR measurement

[29][30].

In the absence of diffusion. Equation 2-1 can be solved analytically to obtain the

following expression of Can-, which describes the FTIR traces monitoring the

disappearance of a carbonyl group to within a few percent in largeflood exposed area:

Equation 2-2 C„(0 =1-expj- (1" )|
Equation 2-2 states that the same level of activation in a broad area exposure can be

reached by varying either exposure dose or PEB time as determined by the reaction

parameters. Based on this fact, the following matrix of experiments was performed. PEB

times were chosen in reference to the nominal PEB time by increasing the value by 50%.

The exposure dose required to clear the resist under the given PEB time was determined

by exposing a matrix of doses in steps of ImJ/cm^. Then the PEB times and

corresponding dose-to-clear were fitted with equation (4) to obtain Ku Ki and m. The

approximation methodology is illustrated in Figure 2-1.

The top-to-top contact experiment was used to determine acid diffusivity in an unexposed

film, where the experiment set-up has been previously reported. It is illustrated in Figure

2-2. Resist was coated on a wafer, exposed, and then placed on the top of another wafer

11



which was coated with unexposed resist. With the two layers of resist in contact, the two

wafers were baked. During the bake, acid diffused into the unexposed layer, hence in the

develop process following PEB, part of the unexposed resist dissolved. By measuring the

top loss of the unexposed resist, the diffusivity can be extracted.

Normalized

Acid

Concentration

0.5t 2t 4t

I I

Fully developed

•

Partially developed

Undeveloped

Figure 2-1 Schematic of experimental procedure for broad area exposure data

collection
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Resist Top lossnnt)

o •
Exposed Unexposed

APEX-E

Top to Top

Top loss
100 150 250 300 350 *00

PEB time(sec)

Figure 2-2 Schematic of top-to-top contact experiment

Both reaction and diffusion in DUV resist are activated-energy-driven processes,

therefore the experiments described above were also conducted under different PEB

temperatures in order to extract activation energyof reaction and diffusion parameters.

In our experiments, APEX-E and UVIIHS were coated at 3000 rpm for 30 sec and

prebaked at 100°C and 140°C for 60 sec, respectively. The nominal PEB condition is

90°C for 60 sec for APEX-E, 140°C for 90 sec for UVIIHS. Standard development

conditions were 0.25N tetramethylammoniumhydroxide (TMAH) for 50 sec, 0.263 N

TMAH for 60sec, for APEX-E and UVIIHS, respectively. The methodology discussed

previously was applied and Table 2-1 shows the extracted reaction and diffusion

parameters for APEX-E and UVIIHS.

13



Table 2-1 Reaction/Diffusion parameters for APEX-E and UVIIHS

lnK,(s" E^,(eV) InK^Cs" EK2(eV) m DJnmV

s)

CO

APEX-

E

55 1.7 5.56 0.34 1.7 11 5

UVIIH

S

22 0.8 56 3.25 1.5 9 0

2.4 Simulation Process of Exposure and Post Exposure Bake

To simulate line-end shortening effects, a 2D simulator was developed and applied,

which links SPLAT and STORM to simulate the exposure and PEB processes. Given the

design pattern and optical parameters (NA, wavelength, coherence, dose, etc), SPLAT

was used to obtain aerial image profiles on the top of the resist layer. Then the light

intensity profile was converted into initial acid distribution through Dill's ABC model.

Thereafter, STORM, a 2D reaction/diffusion simulator, was used to obtain the final

activated site concentration profile, starting from the initial acid distribution which had

been obtained previously. Finally, a threshold model was used to determine critical

dimension. That means resist at which the activated site concentration is higher than a

given threshold isconsidered to dissolve, otherwise the resist is considered to remain.

Figure 2-3 illustrates the whole simulation flow. Figure 2-4 shows an example of the

simulation.
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SPLAT I Dill's ABC

Equations

Threshold
4

Detector
STORM

Figure 2-3 Schematic of exposure and PEB simulation.

In thediagram, I is thelight intensity, Ca is theinitial acid concentration, Gas is the final

activated site concentration

Figure 2-4 An example of LES simulation

Here (a) is the design pattern, (b) is the aerial image obtained by SPLAT, (c) is the

activated site concentration obtained by STORM.



2.5 Process Optimization and Parameter Extraction

The reaction rate, acid loss rate and reaction power, namely K\, K2 and m, can be

obtained fairly accuratly from the broad-area-exposure experiment described above. One

proof is the coincidence between the experimental results and those from FTIR, The

diffusivity, however, is not known with high confidence because of the large variance of

the top-to-top experimental data, i.e., the high noise in the experiments. Hence a large-

scale optimization technique was created to fit the diffusivity parameters with CD

measurements.

To obtain the threshold of activated site concentration, the dose-to-clear values can be

used for nominal processing conditions to determine the threshold of activated site

concentration. Note that a dose of 8 mJ/cm^, under the nominal PEB conditions, 90°C, 60

sec, just clears APEX-E, thus a normalized activated site concentration of 0.046 can be

chosen as the threshold, according to the reaction parameters obtained previously.

Similarly, a dose of 8 mJ/cm^, 140°C, 90 sec, just clears UVIIHS, so the corresponding

threshold is 0.056.

To tune the diffusivity parameters. Do and U) so as to fit the LES measurements, the

Method of Feasible Direction (MFD)[12] is applied on a given design feature shown in

Figure 2-5. Starting from the parameters obtained previously, we searched for a feasible

direction at which the deviation between simulation and experiment can be reduced until

a local minimum is reached. Many other randomly chosen starting points were also

tested, thenall the localoptimums werecomparedso as to give a global optimum.
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2.6 Compare Simulation with Experiment

Four types of features, named A to D, were tested. Figure 2-5 to 2-10 show the design

patterns, LES from simulation and from SEM measurements. All wafers were exposed by
2 ry^

Microstepper, wavelength 248 nm, NA 0.6, partial coherence 0.5, dose 10 mJ/cm . Top

view SEMs and CD measurements using the top of the resistprofile were then made.

Diffusivity parameters were then fine tuned by applying MFD to feature A. The

linewidths for six different sizes, from 500 nm to 1000 nm, and two different PEB times,

30 sec and 60 sec, were simulated for a total of 12 measurements. The goal function is

the root mean square error (RMSE) between the 12 CD measurements obtained from

simulation and from SEM. It took 2 to 3 minutes to simulate one example which uses

10x75 grid. So it tookmore than 30 minutes to complete "one round", i.e., simulation of

the 12 examples. The optimization process took more than 150 rounds for APEX-E and

about 20 rounds for UVIIHS. The RMSE for APEX-E and UVIIHS were reduced from

44 to 13, 27 to 24, respectively. Table 2-2 shows the optimized

reaction/diffiision/threshold parameters for the two resists.

Table 2-2 Reaction/Diffusion/Threshold parameters for APEX-E and UVIIHS

InKiCs*') EKi(eV) lnK2(s') EK2(eV) m Do(nm^/s) CO Th

APEX-E 55 1.7 5.56 0.34 1.7 200 1 0.046

UVIIHS 22 0.8 56 3.25 1.5 0.6 0 0.056
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From the figures, we found that the simulation for feature A and B matches very well

with the SEM data while it is not so good for feature C and D. This can be explained by

the fact that the CD of feature A is determined by a ID process, in other words, it is only

affected by the reaction and diffusion normal to the lines. Similarly, the CD of feature B

is a 1.5D process-determined variable, the kinetics along the vertical direction plays a

major role and the kinetics along the horizontal direction plays an additional minor role.

While the CDs of feature C and D are actually 2D process-determined. The intrinsic

complexity of C and B makes their simulation less accurate.

Table 2-3 shows the error analysis of APEX-E simulation. The second column shows the

dimension index corresponding to the feature, which has been described above. The third

column shows ALES values obtained fi"om SEM data, and the fourth column shows

ALES values from simulation. The ALES is defined in the next paragraph. RMS errors

and relative errors are shown in column 5 and 6. The relative error is calculated by

dividing RMSE with 400 nm, because we used 400 nm as a reference linewidth. Column

7 shows the R-square values of our simulation. The small RMSE and high R-square

indicate that our simulation matched the experiment within an error of a few percent.

Only for isolated dots, the error is higher than 20% when predicting features smaller than

400 nm.

An interesting index is the change in the dimension measured with bake time, which is

defined as ALES:

Equation 2-3 ALES = Average of | CD of nominal PEB time - CD of half

nominal PEB time I over all feature sizes
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For APEX-E, the ALES is about 100 nm, and ALES of features A, B and C are close.

They are all higher than the corresponding predictions but the differences between

simulation and experiment results are small, which indicates that our simulation is

reasonablyclose to the actual optical and chemical processes.

Table 2-4 shows the error analysis of UVIIHS simulation. For UVIIHS, our simulation

still matched the SEM well. However, the DLES is not close to the experimental value.

This, plus the fact that the diffusivity of UVIIHS listed in Table 2-2 is rather small, may

be an indication that diffusion is not important for LES in UVIIHS, and that a prediction

solely based on exposure could be sufficient.

ALES of feature D in both APEX-E and UVIIHS, however, is much higher than the

corresponding prediction. This phenomenon can be explained by several factors. One is

the "top tapering " effect which is more severe in dots than in lines. Another factor is the

more rapid degradation of dot image quality with feature size which is further

exaggerated by the presence of lens aberration of our microstepper. Systematic errors

also exist in the simulation process. First, the simulation is 2D while the actual exposure

and PEB processes are 3D, thus the simulation tends to over-evaluate the diffusion

length. Second, an ideal mask was presumed so the mask error is not taken into account.

An approach to overcome some of the errors discussed above will be presented in next

Section. However, in order to comprehensively address all the main sources contributing

to pattern distortion, a model including mask, lens and resist is absolutely necessary. The

details of the comprehensive modeling framework will be discussed in Chapter 5.
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Table 2-3 The error analysis of simulations versus experiments for APEX-E

Feature

Type

Dimension ALES of

SEM (nm)

ALES of

SIM (nm)

RMSE (nm) Relative

Error

R-Square

A, elbow ID 112 93 26 0.06 0.90

B, line

end

1.5D 147 134 18 0.04 0.85

C, post in

square

2D 107 112 59 0.14 0.77

D, post 2D 221 125 101 0.25 0.66

Table 2-4 The error analysis of simulations vs. experiments for UVIIHS

Feature

Type

Dimension ALES of

SEM (nm)

ALES of

SIM (nm)

RMSE

(nm)

Relative

Error

R-Square

A, elbow ID 8 29 26 0.06 0.89

B, end at

line

1.5D 49 17 71 0.18 0.68
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Figure 2-5 Simulation vs experiment for APEX-E, feature A, elbow

PEB temperature is 90°C. The upper graph is the mask pattern showing where the CD

was measured.The lowergraph shows the simulatedCD vs. measuredCD.
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Figure 2-6 Simulation vs. experiment for APEX-E, feature B, end at line.

PEB temperature is 90°C. The upper graph is the mask pattern showing where the CD

was measured. The lower graph shows the simulated CD vs. measured CD.
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Figure 2-7 Simulation vs. experiment for APEX-E, feature C, post in square
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PEB temperature is 90®C. The upper graph is the mask pattern showing where the CD

was measured. The lower graph shows the simulated CD vs. measured CD.
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Figure 2-8 Simulation vs. experiment for APBX-E, feature D, post

PEB temperature is 90^C. The upper graph is the mask pattern showing where the CD

was measured. The lower graph shows the simulated CD vs. measured CD.
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Figure 2-9 Simulation vs. experiment for UVIIHS, featme A, elbow.

PEB temperature is MO^C. The upper graph is the mask pattern showing where the CD

was measured. The lower graph shows the simulated CD vs. measured CD.
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Figure 2-10 Simulation vs. experiment for UVllHS, feature D, post

PEB temperature is 140°C. The upper graph is the mask pattern showing where the CD

was measured. The lower graph shows the simulated CD vs. measured CD.
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2.7 A Quick Approach to Predict Line-End Shortening in the Presence

of Lens Imperfections

In the Section 2.2 to 2.6, a methodology of modeling LES in deep-UV resists is

discussed, which uses simulation of optical exposure and PEB to predictLES. Due to the

limit on computational complexity, the simulation is 2-dimensional, which means the

aerial image simulation is employed. The aerial image simulation is frequently used in

lithography to estimate the imaging results, process window, and so on. The use of aerial

image is based on the assumption that the resist thickness is thin compared with exposure

wavelength. The assumption is no more valid in 248 nm lithography, however, when the

resist thickness is usually greater than 0.5 ^m, or in other words, 2 wavelengths. Though

3D simulation of the electromagnetic field in resist is a promising solution [31], it is not

practical for industrial applications. PROLITH, a lithography simulator developed by

FINLE, overcome this difficulty by approximating latent image from aerial image [32].

In this section, a rapid approach is presented to calculate LES or line CDs based on 2D

imaging simulation, which was verified by experimental data at Texas Instruments.

In general, the recording media in lithography is a stack composed of resist, anti-

reflective coating (ARC) and wafer. Given the optical parameters and the thickness of

these materials, including the complex refractive index and Dill's ABC parameters of

resist, SPLAT can calculate the image intensities on any plane inside the resist and

parallel to the wafer surface. Due to the optical absorption of resist, using the image

intensity on the top surface plane of resist to predict CDs will underestimate line CDs

while using image intensity on the bottom plane will overestimate line CDs, as is

confirmed by SEM metrology. To correctly estimate the line CDs, a threshold
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corresponding to a plane between top and bottom surfaces is setup in SEM metrology

software at which the line CDs are measured. Thus using the image intensity on a plane

located between the top and bottom surfaces will result in reasonable CD estimation.

Intuitively, the plane should be chosen close to the middle of the resist. This is also

confirmed by the litho engineers responsible for setting up recipes, who, for example,

chose the plane 200 nm below the resist top surface as the 'best focus" when the resist

thickness was 350 nm.

Based on the above discussion, the approach for estimating CDs is presented as

following:

Step 1: Choose an anchor line and its target CD, say, a 140nm wide isolated line

which is needed to print as 140 nm wide on wafer. By adjusting dose/defocus, this

anchoring process can be achieved with enough process latitude. The anchored recipe

(dose/best focus) will be used in the later processes. In fact, this is a standard industrial

process for setting up a litho recipe and is not part of our approach. It is listed here as a

ground.

Step 2: With the optical parameters (refractive index, ABC parameters) and

thickness of the recording materials (resist, ARC and wafer), use SPLAT to calculate the

image intensities on the plane in the middle of the resist film. Here the mask pattern is

chosen to be the anchor line (140nm isolated line). Since the anchor line is a ID structure,

we are only interested in the image intensity across the line. Denote the image intensity

across the line to be I{x), where x is the axis perpendicular to the line. Then the resist

profile after develop can be calculated under the assumption of a thresholdmodel:
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fl I(x)>ThEquation 2-4 7W ={^

Where Th is a predetermined threshold of image intensity, J{x) = \ means to the resist is

developed, whereas /(jc) = 0 means the resist is not developed.

Then the line CD is given by

Equation 2-5 CD =J_ [1-7

Choose proper Th such that CD calculated in Equation 2-5 is the target CD obtained in

Step 1.

Step 3; Given any mask pattern, use SPLAT to calculate the corresponding image

intensity on the plane in the middle of the resist film. Denote the image intensity to be

A{x, y). Then the resistprofile after develop is givenby

fl A{x,y)>Th
Equation 2-6 =

Then any CD can be calculatedcorrespondingly.

We will use the termTmage in Resist" to refer to this rapid approach in this thesis.

2.8 Application of Image in Resist Approach to Different Scanners

The rapid Image in Resist approach presented in Section 2.7 gives reasonable estimation

of CDs. However, to estimate CDs through the defocus range, the knowledge of lens

aberrations is necessary, because lens aberrations degrade the image quality rapidly when

the focal plane deviates from the best focus. Thus, we must include the lens aberrations to

get correct image intensities when using SPLAT to calculate the image intensity on a
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plane in resist. In this chapter, the simulations using Image in Resist approach are all

including lens aberrations unless otherwise noted.

To validate the effectiveness of the Image in Resist Approach, a set of experiments were

done at Texas Instruments. Three 248nm scanners named LS31D, LS32D and LS33D

were used, NA 0.68, a 0.75. The resist UV-5 was used, refractive index n= 1.71,

A=0.0476, Dill's parameters are A=0.5389, S=0.00968, thickness 750 nm. In between

UV-5 resist and Si wafer is bottom anti-reflective coating (BARC) DUV30L, refractive

index n=1.55, /:=0, thickness 160 nm. The lens aberration data of the three scanners were

measured via Litel technology[33].

A 150nm wide isolated line was used as the anchor line. The target CD was 180 nm to

compensate the litho-etch bias. The actual wafer CDs may not be exactly 180 nm. Then

the actual CD, for example, 179.1 nm, was used to calibrate the threshold model.

After obtaining the threshold, the Image in Resist Approach was used to predict the LES

through the defocus range. The pattern showing LES is depicted in Figure 2-11.

Line-end pullback
(per side)

Pattern on mask

Resist line

i W,: Line-end separation on
wafer

W,: Line-end separation on mask

Figure 2-11 The calculation of line-end shortening

LES is defined as the pullback of the resist line ends compared with the line ends on

mask. In this pattern, total LES - W1-W2 = 2* (LES per side)



Figure 2-12 and 2-13 compare the simulated LES with experimental data.

Sim. vs Exp: 0.55um Pitch, 0.22um line-end
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Figure 2-12 Line-end shortening simulations vs. experiments of dense lines.

The pitch of the dense lines is 0.55pm. In (a), the spacing between line ends is 0.22pm,

and in (b), the spacing is 1pm.
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Figure 2-13 Line-end shortening simulations vs. experiments of isolated lines.

In (a), the spacing between line ends is 0.24pm, and in (b), the spacing is 1pm.
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It can be seen that the simulated LES is consistently smaller than that of experiment,

which indicates that the optical model is not very effective in the area of line-ends,

although it is quite effective in predicting the linewidth. This is not surprising because the

line-end is basically a 2D structure whereas the line-width is a ID structure. The simple

single threshold model is no more valid due to the more complex resist/developer

chemistry in 2D structures. Multi-threshold models were proposed in [34][35] to fix the

discrepancy between optical simulation and experiment. In this thesis, this discrepancy

willbe addressed through combinationof optics and resist modeling in Chapter 5.

Nevertheless, the simulation captures the trends of LES with linewidth and line-end

spacing varying. LES is particularly severe in the region where linewidth is less than

250nm. LS33D has much smaller lens aberrations or larger Strehl ratio than LS32D,

which results in a smaller LES shown by simulation. Experimentally, however, the LES

of LS33D and LS32D are almost identical, which indicates that the resist chemistry could

play a more important role in LES than lens aberrations do. The focal plane in these

simulations and experiments was chosen to be the best focus. In the case of defocused

exposure, the lens aberrations are expected to make significant impact on UES and other

pattern distortions.

2.9 Conclusion

In this chapter a methodology for extracting PEB parameters and simulating line-end

shortening effects is described. PEB parameters for APEX-E and UVIIHS were extracted

and then tuned to fit LES measurement. Simulation and SEM measurement of LES in
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APEX-E and UVIIHS are compared. The simulation results considerably matched the

SEM data to better than 10% of linewidth.

The verification experiment was not sufficiently completed in the small Ki region, and

for this reason we are conducting new verification experiments on commercial scanners.

A rapid Image in Resist Approach is presented which use the image intensity in resist to

predict LES in the presence of lens imperfection. The simulation results of Image in

Resist Approach is compared with experimental data at Texas Instruments. The

simulation captures the trends of LES vs. CD, and is consistent with the experiments. The

lack of fitness is expected to be fixed by incorporation of resist PEB models.

A 3D simulator is needed to simulate the actual exposure and PEB processes, which is

not feasible without a algorithm at least 10 times faster than conventional methods.

Furthermore, the above two methodologies are both calibrated with 1-dimensioanl CD

data, which leads to discrepancy between experiments when the calibrated model is

extrapolated to 2-dimensioanl structures. If the models are calibrated with 2D SEM

pictures, the simulation of 2D structures will be an interpolation problem in which users

have much more confidence.

After all, the two key enabling components for comprehensive model of projection

lithography are fast algorithm and 2D calibration method, which will be discussed in

Chapter 3 and 4, respectively. The methodology of comprehensive modeling and the

implications the model delivers willbe discussedin Chapter 5.
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3 Fast Algorithm for Simulating

Post Exposure Baking Process

3.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a novel and fast algorithm for numerically solving partial

differential equations and applies this algorithm to simulation of post exposure baking.

Post exposure bake involves many physical and chemical processes, such as acid-

catalyzed deblocking reaction, acid diffusion, free volume generation, acid trapping and

neutralization, and so on[36]. Most of the processes have to be described by nonlinear

partial differential equations (PDE). The coupled PDE system presents a formidable

challenge to PEB modeling in that a complete physical-chemical simulation by solving

the PDE system is computationally intensive. This computational time-complexity has

restricted PEB simulation as well as its applications in OPC. In 1996, Marco Zuniga used

this exponential-diffusion model to simulate PEB process[30]. Then in 1998, Ebo.

Croffie released STORM 2.0, which solves the same equations with much higher speed

[11]. However, it still takes STORM several minutes to complete a small-scale

simulation. Though it is numerically accurate, STORM is not satisfying in industrial

applications considering that an OPC validation of a single structure requires a lot of

small-scale simulations. In this chapter, an imaging algorithm for 2D PEB simulation is

presented that achieves high speed and also maintains physical accuracy.
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3.2 Post Exposure Bake Model

During the post exposure bake (PEB) step, several chemical and physical processes take

place. Photoacid catalyzes the deblocking process[37], in which the blocked insoluble

polymer is converted to a soluble polymer with hydroxyl group and a volatile component.

The volatile group then generates free volume that enhances the photoacid diffrisivity.

Meanwhile, the photoacid can be deactivated by neutralization and evaporation, or be

trapped due to lack of free volume. Some resist systems also suffer from substrate or air

contamination[38].

In spite of the complexity of PEB process, essentially it can be modeled as two

simultaneous processes. One process is the diffusion and/or loss of photoacid, and the

other is the deprotection of the blocking groups catalyzed by photoacid. In this thesis, the

exponential-diffusion model is adopted, which was first proposed by R. Ferguson and

then thoroughly studied by M. Zuniga[23].

Equation 3-1 = ^, (1 - )C"
ot

Equation 3-2 = V.(DVC„) -
at

Equation 3-3 D = Dq exp(toC^)

Equation 3-1 describes the acid catalyzed deblocking reaction. Cas is the normalized

activated site concentration, defined as the percent of blocking groups that have been

deblocked. Ca is the normalized photoacid concentration, K\ is the reaction rate constant,

and m is the order of the reaction.

Equation 3-2 describes the acid diffusion and loss process. Ki is the acid loss rate

constant, which is determined by acid loss mechanisms such as neutralization,
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evaporation and trapping inside resist. D is the acid diffusivity, which is given in

Equation 3-3.

In general, the acid difllisivity is determined by the amount of diffusion paths in resist

[7]. In PEB, the amount of diffusion paths increases as free volume is generated in

deprotection process. The more extent to which resist is deprotected, the more free

volume is generated. Thus the activated site concentration, Ca.v, is a measure of the

amount of free volume. According to the above arguments. Equation 3-3 links the acid

diffusivity D to the activated site concentration Cas-

A more general model is discussed in [39]. As will be shown in later chapters, this

simplified exponential-diffusion model is sufficient for predicting the pattern fidelity in

optical lithography. The general models can be easily integrated into the modeling

framework with the same methodologies presented in this thesis. So I will focus on this

simplified PEB model.

3.3 Fast Algorithm to Solve Partial Differential Equations

Modeling PEB process is to solve the PDE systemdescribed by Equation 3-1, 3-2 and 3-

3. STORM, written by E. Croffie using Finite Element Method (FEM), is a solver of this

PDE system[40]. To achieve higher speed, however, it is helpful to take advantage of the

characteristic of PEB. In PEB, Cas and Ca evolve smoothly. The curves of Cas and Ca vs.

time can be approximated by polynomials. Thus an algorithm is presented in this thesis

for solving any PDE systems whose solution can be approximated by polynomials. In

fact, any PDE systems that can be solved by finite difference method satisfy this

condition.
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Consider the following PDE system:

_

dt

Equation 3-4

dt

Given the boundary conditions:

Equation 3-5 ^j(x,0),...,4'„(x,0)

Equation 3-6 GCP, )|5 =0, where Sis the boundary.

Here x = is an m-variable vector. T, = 4',(x,/), .., ^„=*P„(x,r) are the

functions to be solved.

For simplicity, denote 'P = (^,,...,T„). Also, denote is the
dx dx

02xj/ 02*j,
Jacobian of with respect to x. Let '9Pj„ =( _ .' - /) be the second partial

dx dx

differential ofT with respect to x.

To numerically solve the PDE system, the simulation domain is discretized into a

uniform grid. Without loss of generality, x\ is discretized at xn, x\2, ..,x\^u X2 is

discretized at j:2i, X22, •.,^2.7V2, •••••»• is discretized at jCmi, x^, Thus the

functions T'l, ^2^ are represented by their values sampled at the grid

'F(Xi.ii,X2.i2,.MXnuim), 1^ ^ AT,,...,! < < N„.

Given the initial functions sampled at the grid, »"X2,,»•••»

1< /, < A^,,...,l < /„ < , 'F(x,0) can be approximated by cubic splines:
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3 3

Equation 3-7
71=072=0 7„,=0

When X,, <x, <x,,^,...,x„, <x„<x„,^

In Equation 3-7, is a constant n-vector, each element of which corresponds to the

coefficient of in^j,...,T„, respectively. Note that the whole simulation

domain is divided into (iV, -l)x(A^2 ~1)—-1) regions. In each region ^(x,0) is

written as an m-variable, 3'̂ '' order polynomial. Meanwhile, 'P(x,0) is. all over the

simulation domain.

The characteristics and calculation of splines can be found in [41]. Now that T(x,0) has

been represented by cubic splines, the first and second partial differential can be

calculated by

Equation 3-8

'\

3Y

3a:,

3y

3a:_

3a:,

3^

*, ,/=0

m

\

1 3 3 3•^\x =S U\xr')xiK..xi,
7,=072=0 7„=0

7,=072=0 7„=0

3 3 3

7,=072=0 j„=Q

When a:,, < x, < Jr,,-^ a:„ <
+1
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Equation 3-9

( :j23'y

dx^ dx^dx^

dx^dx, dx2

a'T a'T

dxjx, dx„dx2

a'y

dx,dx„
a'y

dx^dx^

a'T

dxl

j| =072=0 7„=0

l</:<m

a'l' 3 3 3

dx^dx, ' ' PojS> ijo

\<kj <m,k

When JC,,. < JC, < ^ ^

3^^ 3^4'
After obtaining = (-:r-'-,...,-T^) and from Equation 3-8 and

3x 3x 3x 3x

3-9, the partial differential ofY with respect to t is given by Equation 3-4.

d\f/, _
dt

3r

With —, '®'(x, t =r) can be obtained by Taylor expansion cut off at the second order:
dt

Equation 3-10 T(x,t)=T(x,0)+T.^l

3^*|/ 3^\|i
In Equation 3-10, only —^Lo is unknown. must satisfy the following equations.

3f
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d\if\ 3iuiEquation 3-11 —=-^|x.o +'̂ -- |̂x.c

=/,mx,T),T.(x,r),1'„(x,T))
dt

Equation 3-12

^¥n
dt

.,,=/„Wx,t),V.(x,t),V„(x,t))

Thus —^Lq obtained by simultaneously solving Equation 3-11 and 3-12. An
dt

iterative method is presented to solve Equation 3-11 and 3-12:

Step 1: Let ^"tL.o =0-
ot

Step 2: Calculate "PCx.t) at the grid. That is, calculate ,

1< < A^p...,l < , using Equation 3-10.

Step 3: Express 1'(x,t) in the form of cubic splines, i.e., write 'i'(x,T) in the form

below:

Equation 3-13 ^(jCj,...,x„ ,t) =X 2-S
;,=0;,=0 y„=0

When X,,. < x, < Xp-

Then calculate the first and second partial differentials of TCXjT) with respect to t using

Equation 3-14 and 3-15:
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Equation 3-14

Equation 3-15

AC, ,..,X ,I=T

^xUp..,JC„,T) =
dx,

ay

ay

a^,

ay

3a:2

ay

a^:.

X. ...,Ac„,f=r

,j'v =E S- O'l-t/'"' )xi' -x'-
7,=0^2=0 7m =0

3 3 3

''nrU X„,t) =

1X, ,f=t =EX-Ecyiy'i -ym „
-^1

7,=072=0 7m =0

3 3 3

=EE-Ecyi;2 "y« ^
'V'-'m

7,=072=0 J„=0

mj. ^ X„

a'y a^y a'y

axf ax,ax. dx,dx„
a'T a'y a^y

axja^i 34 ••• 3x2ax„

a% a% a%
9x„ax, 3x„ax2 ax'

a'y

a^:' I"

3 3

7,=072=0 7„=0

l<it<m

a'y ^ ^ ^

dx^dxi ^

\<kA<m,k^l

7,=0 72=0 7„=0

AVhon Xij^ ^ ^ ~ ~

And then calculate " |̂x7 using Equation 3-16:
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Equation 3-16
dt

dt

c.r = /, Wx,T),^,,(x,T),f„(x,T))

^,=/„(T(x,t),^,(x,t),'P„(x,t))

r)iii
On the other hand, is also given by Equation 3-11.

ot ' '

rliif
Step 4: Calculate the difference of ^L, in Equation 3-16 and 3-11.

ot

Equation 3-17

N. li, n

err =tt.t^
11=0/2=0 i^=Ok=l

dw. I - ^,

dt'
.Jfiiz )

In Equation 3-17, ||.|| means the norm ofascalar or vector, which can be absolute value or

square or other forms. Here err is the difference of ^^L./ t'ctween Equation 3-16 and 3-
dt

11. If err<e, where e is a predetermined small quantity, then 1'(x,t) is a good

approximation to the solution, and therefore go to Step 6 to conclude the solvingprocess.

If err>e, however.
2 *.0

dt
needs to be refined in Step 5.

a^iuStep 5: According to Equation 3-17, -rr^Lo should satisfy the following condition to
dt '

make err=0:

Equation 3-18
9Vi I _ 1
dt

2 *>0
/,(T(x,t),¥,(x,t),T„(x,t))-

dt
x.O

l<k<n,x = (x„. , ),1 < h ^ ^ L ^
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dr
Simply using Equation 3-18 to calculate new -177- Lq will often result in divergence of

solution. Thus a less radical method is introduced to calculate the new —:3,2 |x.O

Equation 3-19

Zt (X,0) =(1 - w) Lo +<u. -
01 T

/,(V(x,t),T.(x,t),T„(x,t))-
dt

|x.O

Here tois called 'Relaxation factor". Zjt(x,0) will be used as the new —(,, which is a
dt

d^Mf 3^11/linear combination of the old -r-^ L.o ^^e desired -r-^L,o given by Equation 3-18.
dt ' dt

Numerical experiments show that cu=0.2-0.5 result in fast convergence in most cases.

Having obtained the new —, i.e., Zjt(x,0), go to Step 2 to recalculate 'P(x,t) .
dt^ ' '

Step 6: Conclude the procedure.

If Tis too large, then the above iteration method may not converge. Therefore a constant,

MNI (Max Number of Iterations), is set prior to the solving procedure. If the number of

iterations exceeds MNI, then cut T in half. First, solve 1'(x,t/2) from 'i'(x,0). Then let

'F(x,t/2) be the new 1'(x,0), and solve the new '3P(x,t/2) from the new 1'(x,0). The

new ^(x,t/2) will be the solution to 'P(x,t) . Similarly, if in either of the two steps the

solutiondoes not converge, the recursive time-division procedure willbe conducted.

This algorithm is a modification of Finite Difference Method (FDM). Since it employs

higher-order polynomial expansion to represent the solution, it maintains continuity of

the solution with respect to x and t. The conventional FDM can only maintain
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continuity of the solution. In order to maintain smooth approximation to the real solution,

conventional FDM has to take small time steps, while the algorithm discussed above can

use much larger time steps.

In the above discussion, the solving procedure does not consider the boundary conditions

Equation 3-6. The boundary conditions are considered in the process of representing

1'(x,0) and 'P(x,t) in splines, because solving coefficients of spline representation

requires specilying boundary conditions of the functions[41].

3.4 Generalization of the Algorithm

The advantage of the algorithm is that it represents '3?(x,t) with smooth base functions,

which are polynomials in the above sections, and thus smooth can be obtained. The

second order continuity of the representation of T(x,t) effectively enlarges the time

steps needed to obtain sufficient solution precision, or in other words, reduces the number

of time steps needed to obtain the solution.

The algorithm can be generalized by keeping the main scheme and changing the way of

representing 'F(x,t). For example, 1'(x,t) can also be represented by sampling

function sine. From the point view of numerical solution, solving T(x,t) means

computing a set of discrete sampling values of 'FCx,!") in the simulation domain given a

set of initial discrete sampling values of I'Cx,!:). The representation of YCx.t) gives the

way of computing and . In FDM, 1'(x,t) is represented by linear function of its

sampling values, and thus is 0 everywhere. In the above algorithm, 1'(x,t) is
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represented by cubic splines, and thus is continuous everywhere, which is more

physically realistic.

In general, the numerical algorithm for solving PDE discussed in this chapter can be

described as following.

Suppose the PDE is described in Equation 3-4, and the initial san^ling values are

,jr2, l<ij <A^,,...,l</^ Here the discrete simulation domain S

is given by

Equation 3-20 S={(x,,, )|l <i, <W,,l <i, < </„ <N„}

The object of the algorithm is to compute

Before starting the computing, two functions must be given to map from

to and

where t is an arbitrary time. That is,

F.xR"' x-xK"- xR"' x.-xR"- xR"
Equation3-21 <N 4<(„ <W„)

F„ xR"' X...XR"- -iR"' xR"' X...XR''-
XX

Equation3-22 <Af„)

The procedure ofcomputing ^(-*^1.,is

Step 1: Calculate ' * = (% ^ ^ ^ ^ from Equation
0/

3-23:
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' ,0 = /,(T(x,0),T.(x,0),T„(x,0))
dt

Equation 3-23

SVn
dt

Where T (x,0),^„(x,0) are obtained through Equation 3-21 and3-22.

,,„ = /,(¥(x,0),4',(x,0),4'„(x,0))

a '̂9P

dt'
Furthermore, let x.o

step 2: Calculate ^(a,, ^^^Ar„, using the following

equation:

E,»U,.3.24
X—(aCi,-^ —h —̂ P'"»l—im —

Step 3: Calculate (x,t),x = (a:,,- ,aCj,,),1 < i, < //,,...,1 ^ ^ ,

using Equation 3-21 and 3-22.

Step 4: Calculate the difference of -^L, obtained from spatial domain and from
at ' •

temporal domain:

Equation 3-25

w, w, n

e'T =2S-SS
'l -® '2 'm-® ^

If err<e, go to Step 6, otherwise proceed to Step 5

dwt I d^Wir I/,(T(x, r), (x,r), (X, t)) - ,,0 +̂ --^1 X.0)

Step 5: Refine Lo using Equation 3-26
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Equation 3-26

9V* I ,(X,0) (1 (W) ^^2 Ix,0 ^ ĵc ^ -/7 -XX—'- XX x—''" 0^

1< /: <n,X=(x,,^, X2,, ),1 <i^<N^ ,...,1

Where ft) is a predetermined relaxation factor.

Let ^r^Lo =Zit(x,0), go to Step 2.
dr '

Step 6; End the procedure.

If the number of iterations exceeds MNI (Max Number of Iterations), a predetermined

integerconstant, the time t is probably too large for the algorithm to converge. Then the

problem should be recursively solved, i.e., first solve T(x,r/2) from the initial condition

'F(x,0), and then solve ^(x,0 from the initial condition 1'(x,r/2). Note that the PDE

system is time-invariant.

3.5 Implementation of Post Exposure Bake Simulator with the

Algorithm

A 2-dimensioanl PEB simulator named RIAR (Rapid Imaging Algorithm for Resist) has

been implemented with the algorithm presented in Section 3.4-3.6. RIAR solves the

following PDE system thatdescribes the 2D PEB model presented byM. Zuniga[23].

ac

dt
= K,(\-CJC:

Equation 3-27 ^ = +
dt ox ox dy oy

D = DoexpicoC^)

Note that Equation 3-27 is theexplicit 2D formof Equation3-1, 3-2 and3-3.
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The initial photoacid concentration C„{xi,yj,0),l<i < M,l< j<N should be given

prior to the simulation process. The simulation domain is an M by N grid, which is not

necessarily uniform. The initial activated site concentration is assumed to be 0

everywhere, i.e., C^{Xi, yj,0) = 0,1 < i < A/,1 < j < N. This assumption means no

deprotection reactions occur before the PEB process. The assumption is valid if the

thermal deprotection in room temperature can be ignored, or equivalently, the activation

energy of the deprotection reaction is high enough. Note that the deprotection reaction,

the photoacid loss process and the photoacid diffusion process all satisfy Arrhenius

relations[42]:

Equation 3-28 Kj - exp(-£j^.2 IkT)

Do =Z)ooexp(-£oo/^^)

Most resist systems satisfy the assumption that no thermal deprotection occurs in room

temperature. Some low-activation-energy resists used in e-beam lithography, however, do

not satisfy this assumption[38]. For these resist systems, the initial activated site

concentration should be yy,0) = c,l <i < Af,1 < j<N, where c is a constant that

can be experimentally determined.

RIAR uses cubic splines to approximate C„ and Q,, as is described in Section 3.4. In

RIAR, the boundary conditions for Q and are assumed to be periodical boundaries:

C„(x + mL^, y -I- nL , 0 = C„{x, y, t)
Equation 3-29

(x + ,y + nLy,t) = C^(x, y, t)

Here the simulation domain is assumed to be [0, L_] x [0, LJ.
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The cubic spline representation of C„ and can be solved under the restriction of

periodicalboundary Equation 3-29.

RIAR is written in standard MATLAB code and runs in both UNIX and Windows

platforms.

3.6 Performance Comparison of RIAR and STORM

STORM developed by E. Croffie uses Finite Element Method (FEM) to solve the PEB

model described by Equation 3-27. To compare the computational performance of

STORM and RIAR, the advantage of the algorithm described in this chapter over

conventional algorithms can be demonstrated.

The following discussion is based on APEX-E resist, whose PEB parameters are listed

in[43], Xi=1.9187, ^2=0.0049, m=1.7, Do=2xlO'̂ p,mVs, vv=l, bake time r=60sec, bake

temperature 7=90°C. The simulations were run on a 600MHz Alpha DEC Workstation.

Figure 3-1 compares the output of RIAR with STORM. Rgure 3-1 (a) is the mask

pattern, which is input to SPLAT to obtain the light intensity distribution at the top

surface of the resist layer. Then the light intensity, shown in Figure 3-1 (b), is converted

into acid concentration Ca using Dill's ABC model [28]. The activated site concentration

Cas, as a result of post exposure bake, is simulated using STORM and RIAR,

respectively. Figure 3-1 (c) and (d) show the activated site concentration obtained by

STORM and RIAR, respectively. It can be seen that the difference between the two

simulations is quite small. Further numerical analysis shows that the RMS error between

STORM and RIAR is less than 2%.
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Figure 3-1 Comparison outputs of STORM and RIAR.

(a) is the mask pattern, (b) is the light intensity at the resist surface obtained through

SPLAT, (c) and (d) are the activated site concentration at the resist surface obtained by

STORM and RIAR, respectively.

The computational time of post exposure bake simulations are affected by several factors

such as simulation domain size, reaction rate K\, diffusivity Dq and exponential

diffusivity constant (d, and so on. When discussing the impact of these factors on

computational time complexity, it must be noted that the UNIX workstation was not fully

dedicated to the PEB simulation tasks. A heavy-duty PEB simulation usually takes a



share of 40% ~ 90% CPU time, hence the computational times shown in this chapter have

been averaged.

Figure 3-2 compares the computational time complexity of STORM and RIAR with

respect to simulation scale, i.e., the number of nodes used to represent the x-y spatial

domain. It is found that the CPU time complexity of STORM is 0(N^), whereas that of

RIAR is Here N is the number of nodes. As a result, the computational time of

RIAR is 1/7 - 1/5 that of STROM in a medium-scale simulation (600-900 nodes).

The computational times of both STORM and RIAR highly depends on the initial

diffusivity, namely Do. The higher Dq, the more time complexity. Figure 3-3 depicts the

CPU time of STORM and RIAR vs. Dq. Other PEB parameters are assigned the values

listed above. It is found that the time complexity of STORM is D(Do° ''*), while that of

RIAR is 0{Dq '̂ ^). High diffusivity forces the time step in the RIAR algorithm to be

small so as to achieve certain precision, thus introduces more time complexity.

It can be seen that the computational time ofRIAR exceeds STORM when Do>700nmVs.

Do=500nmVs with a bake time of 60s corresponds to a diffusion length of 173nm, which

is too large for current commercial resists designed for sub-200nm lithography. At this

Do, RIAR achieves half computational time that of STORM. Thus in practical

applications, RIAR can maintain its high-speedadvantage to STORM.
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Figure 3-2 Comparison of CPU time of STORMand RIAR.

The time complexity ofSTORM is 0(N\ while that ofRIAR is Note that the

STORMcan not simulate more than 700 nodes due to its large memory consumption
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Figure 3-3 Comparison of CPU time of STORM and RIAR vs. Dq.

All the otherPEB parameters take the values of the APEX-E resist given in [43]. The

simulation domain is 25*25 grid.
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>{either STORM nor RIAR is significantly dependent on reaction rate, namely ^i, as

depicted in Figure 3-4. The CPU time consumption of STORM slowly increases as K\

increases, while that of RIAR is almost a constant.

Time complextity of STORM and RIAR vs.
reaction rate

180
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100
0)

I 80
3
0.
o 60

40

20

0.00 0.50 1.00 1.50

Ki

RIAR

STORM

2.00 2.50

Figure 3-4 Comparison of CPU time of RIAR and STORMvs. K\.

All the other PEB parameters are assigned the values of APEX-E resist in [43]. The

simulation domain is 25*25 grid. Note that the CPU times does not monotonically vary

with Xi, which is possibly caused by fluctuation of CPU time allocation in the UNIX

workstation.

The exponential difiusion coupling coefficient (o does not significantly affect the

performance of STORM or RIAR, as is depicted inFigure 3-5. This is surprising because

the nonlinear diffusion part is expected to be among the most significant factors affecting

the simulators' performance. This can be explained by the fact that Cos is always small in
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APEX-E resist, the maximum Cas at the end of simulation is 0.3, which increases the

diffusivity by exp{lx0.3)-l= 0.35, i.e., 35%. This increment is not large enough to

significantly slow down the simulation. We would expect, however, co will significantly

affect the performance of the simulator in the case of large Cas-

Time complextity of STORM and RIAR vs.
diffusion coupling coefficient co
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u
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o
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Figure 3-5 Comparison of CPU time of RIARand STORM vs. (O.

All the otherparameters take the values of APEX-E in [43]. The simulation domain is

25*25 grid.Notethat the CPUtimeofRIAR and STORM is affected only slightly by o).

The convergence speedand precision can be tuned by adjusting the allowed error, namely

e in Section 3.5. Generally, the more precision, the lower the convergence speed. As is

depicted in Figure 3-6, the computational time only increases by 43% when e decreases

from 10"^ to 10'*°, which indicates the efficiency of RIAR is not sensitive to the precision

requirement.
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RIAR has much higher memory efficiency than STORM. It consumes only 1% memory

that of STORM, which makes RIAR suitable for large-scale simulations. As a

comparison, STORM can only run less-than-700-node simulations on a 600MHz, 512MB

DEC Alpha workstation, while RIAR can run more-than-lOOOO-node simulations without

memory allocation problem.

Ttime complextity of RIAR vs. Precision
70

(0 50

E 20

10

1.00E-10 1.00E-08 1.00E-06 1.00E-04 1.00E-02 1.00E+00

Figure 3-6 Comparison of CPU time of RIAR vs. precision requirement.

All the PEB parameters take the values of APEX-E resist in [43]. The simulation domain

is 25*25 grid. Notethat the CPUtimedoes not monotonically vary with g, which maybe

due to the fluctuation of CPU allocation in the UNIX workstation.
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3.7 Application of RIAR in Line-End Shortening Simulations

It has been observed that there exists line-end shortening (LES) in both lines and trenches

when the linewidth is under 0.2jLim. RIAR can be used to simulate the LES. As an

example, two types of features on UVII resist were simulated and compared. One is

dense lines, linewidth 0.1Spm, pitch 0.3|Lim, end-to-end spacing 0.22jLim. The other has

the same geometry but different polarity, i.e., it is printed as trenches. The resist

parameters are Ari=1.56, ^2=0, m=l, £)o=0.6nm /s, aj=0, resist thickness is 0.7pm.

The simulation flow is as follows:

First, the image intensity profile I{x,y) on the plane which is 0.35 pm below the resist top

surface is obtained through SPLAT. Then the image profile I(x,y) is converted into the

acid concentration Ca(x,y) using Dill's ABC model. Ca{x,y) is then input into RIAR to

start the post exposure bake simulation which output the activated site concentration

profile Car(x,y). Finally a threshold model is used to determine the LES, i.e., given a

threshold TH, 0<r//<l, the resist on which Cas>TH is developed, while the resist on other

area is not cleaned.

The threshold TH is found by being tuned to satisfy the assumption that a 0.15pm-wide

isolated line is actually 0.16pm-wide after develop. This is a common anchoring criterion

used in fab. The excessive 0.01 pm width is used to compensate the etch bias, which is the

resist CD shrinkage due to etch process.

Figure 3-7 (a) shows the activated site concentration across the 0.15pm-wide line. It was

found that TH=0.96 is the proper threshold. Figure 3-7 (b) shows the activated site
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concentration across the two line/trench ends. Using TH=Q.96, it was found that the

separations between the line/trench ends are 0.40)j4n, corresponding to 0.18^ double-

side LES. This LBS agrees well with the experimental data from Texas Instruments.

Q Activated site concentration vs. x: across
the iSO line
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0.5

(a)

Activated site concentration vs. y: Across
the DEN line/trench ends
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Figure 3-7 Simulation of dense lines/trenches. Both have significant LES.

(a) shows the activated site concentration across the linewidth. TH=0.96 is found to be

the proper threshold that makes 0.15|imlineprinted as O.lbpm. (b) shows the activated

site concentration across the line ends. The dotted line is Cax=^TH=0.96.
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3.8 Conclusions

In this chapter, a rapid numerical algorithm for solving partial differential equations is

described and implanted in RIAR, a 2-dimensional post exposure bake simulator. The

algorithm represents the solution to PDE system using cubic splines and then solves the

coefficients of cubic splines iteratively. Due to the second order continuity of cubic spline

representation, much larger time steps canbe achieved, compared with FDM.

Compared to STORM, RIAR significantly reduces the simulation time to 1/7 ~ 1/5.

Furthermore, it consumes less than 1% memory space of STORM. Thus RIAR makes

large-scale PEB simulations possible. The time complexity of RIAR and STORM are

compared with respect to simulation scale, diffusivity, reaction rate, etc. Both of their

time complexities highly depends on the initial diffusivity of the resist. For the resists of

interest (Do<5xl0^jj,mVs), RIAR consumes less than 1/5 CPU time than STORM does.

The value of reaction rate does not significantly affect the performance of RIAR and

STORM. The exponential diffusion coupling coefficient, ox increases the CPU time of

RIAR by 140%, STORM by 14%, when co increases from 0 to 7. Even at (o=7, which is

veryhighly nonlinear, CPU timeof RIARis still 1/3 that of STORM.

The speed and precision of RIARcan be tuned by controlling the preset allowederror e-

When the error changes from 10"^ to 10"'°, the CPU time only increases by 43%. Hence

RIAR can achieve very high precision without much loss in simulation speed. Finally an

example of line-end shorteningsimulation through RIAR is given.
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4 Automatic Resist Parameter

Extraction by Pattern Matching

4.1 Introduction

ArF resist imaging is rapidly maturing and a predictive modeling capacity that includes

both the chemically-amplified resist and imaging quality is needed to guide

manufacturing. To accurately describe the scanner/resist system, several systematic error

factors have to be addressed, such as mask error, resist response to defocus, lens

imperfection, etc. A physical lithographic model is expected to resolve these

complications and predict printed patterns effectively. The pattern distortion effects, such

as comer rounding and line-end shortening (LES), which are exacerbated in the extension

of optical lithography into deep 100-nm regime, are increasingly important in ensuring

lithographic quality, and conventional single number metrics such as critical dimension

(CD) of a feature may not be adequate. Thus it is desired to quantitatively describe LES

with 2-dimensional metric and, with this metric, evaluate and optimize simulation

models.

On the other hand, traditional rule-based Optical Proximity Correction (OPC) technique

has been inadequate in deep-lOOnm regime[44]. Model-based OPC is relatively more

accurate in reflecting the lithography processes, but is more computationally

intensive[45]. In industrial applications, OPC models are tuned to fit a set of

experimental data such as line/space width and line-end pullback,, which are basically 1-
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dimensional metrics. Then the models are applied to generate corrected reticle from

original layout. By sampling enough line/space CD in tuning the OPC models, the

corrected mask usually results in tolerable CD's printed on wafers. However, the

calibration of OPC models is unable to take into account the 2-dimensional random

structure. Thus the printed patterns may have some 2-dimensional distortions, which can

fail the devices, such as line-end shortening, comer rounding, bridging and scum, even

though the line CD's are correct. This problem becomes more and more severewith more

random logic devices being packed onto a chip. The extension of OPC to 2-dimensional,

i.e., calibrating models with 2D patterns instead of 1-dimensional CD's, could be a

solution to ensure correct pattern transfer in sub-lOOnmlithography.

In this chapter, an algorithm for extracting monochromatic representation of resist

patterns from SEM pictures is initially presented and then a scheme for comparing the

experimental resist patterns with simulated images is discussed. Image Mismatching

Factor (IMF), a 2-dimensional metric for evaluating the simulation model performance, is

also defined. A framework for tuning simulation models is then built based on optimizing

IMF. On the basis of the above methodology, several levels of physical assumptions in

simulation models were optimized and their IMF's were compared. These models were

then applied to a much smaller pattern to evaluate their predictabilities. The impact of

factors leading to pattern feature distortion, including lens aberrations, resist optical and

PEB parameters, on IMF are then discussed.
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4.2 Concept of Pattern Matching

As is discussed in Section4.1, a systematic approach is desired to quantitatively compare

the difference of a simulated image and an SEM picture and obtain a metric to describe

the difference. In image processing, a concept termed Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) is

used to describe the difference of two gray-scaled images[47]. Suppose the two images

have MxN pixels, and their intensities at the pixels are A{i, j) and B{i, j),

respectively, where 1< f < M,1 < j <N. Here we assume B(i, j) is the standard sample,

and A(i, j) is the sample to be compared with B(i, j). Then their difference is given by

„ 1 7) = Mi, j) - B{i, j)
Equation 4-1

^ l<i<M,l<y<A^

Their difference is quantitatively described by a ID metric, SNR, which is defined as

M N

_ '=1 y=iEquation 4-2 SNR =
M N

1=1 ;=l

Consider A(i, j) to be the error and consider B{i, j) to be the signal, then SNR defined in

Equation 4-2 is actually the ratio of error energy to the signal energy.

Though SNR is a good metric to evaluate the difference of two images, it must be

modified for lithography applications. After the lithography process, the resist on wafer is

either 'developed" or 'Undeveloped", and therefore the resist patterns of interests can be

characterized by a monochromatic image, i.e., a black/white image. On the other hand,

the SEM pictures of resist patterns are generally 256-gray-scaled images. In order to

quantitatively calculate the difference between SEM pictures and simulated images, it is
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necessary to quantize the SEM pictures into 2 levels, or white and black, which

correspond to remaining resist and cleared region, respectively. Similarly, the simulated

images are to be quantized into two levels, corresponding to 'developed" and

'Undeveloped" resist. The quantization of simulated images is usually accomplished by a

threshold model, as is described in Chapter 2.

Now let B{i, j) be the monochromatic representation of a SEM picture, and let A{U j)

be the monochromatic version of the corresponding simulated image. Then A(i, j) = 1,0

and B{i, y) = 1,0, 1< i < M,1 < j<N . Now the difference of the two images is till given

by Equation 4-1. However, now (i, j) is either 1 or 0. The value of 1 or 0 is just a

symbol of 'Undeveloped" or 'developed", and means energy to some extent. Based on

the definition of SNR, we define a new metric to evaluate the difference A(i, j) termed

'Image Mismatch Factor", short IMF, which is calculated by

M N M N

2S|A(i,y)|
Equation 4-3 IMF =

1=1 7=1 /=1 7=1

It can be considered as the percentage of pbtels at which image A and B are different.

The processof quantizing andcomparing the images is depictedin Figure 4-1.
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Moving
window,

threshold

Figure 4-1 The diagram of SEM/SIM comparator

The SEM picture, shown at the upper part, is quantized into a black/white picture,

representing remaining resist or cleared area. The simulated image, shown at the lower

part, is also quantized into a monochromatic picture. Then IMF is calculated.

4.3 Converting SEM Pictures to Monochromatic

The algorithm for making SEM pictures monochromatic is described as below:

Step 1: Edge detection. Given a gray-scaled SEM picture, denoted as / = (/^),

l<m<M,l<«<A^, where M and N are the height and width of the image in number of

pixels. Assume the image has 256 gray levels, i.e., 0 < 7^^ < 255, 0 corresponds to the

darkest pixels and 255 corresponds to the brightest pixels. The edges of the resist patterns



are usually the brightest pixels in a SEM picture. Therefore the edge detector can be

defined as a threshold detector;

fl if >77iEquation 4-4 D[/, Th] =J={J),/„„= ĵ ^

Here Th is a predetermined threshold. After edge detection, the SEM image 1isconverted

into a monochromatic image 7, in which I's are the edges of the resist patterns, as is

depicted in Figure 4-2 (b).

Other edge detection algorithms, including Roberts algorithm, Laplacian operator and so

on, can also be used and may result in better image of edges. However, they are more

computationally intense. So the simple threshold edge detection is used in this thesis. The

detailed description of otheredge detection algorithms can be foundm[47].

Step 2: Noise removal. As can be seen in Figure 4-2 (b), there are some random pixels in

J whose values are 1. These noisy pixels are usually caused by resist non-uniformity or

SEM shot noise. They canbe removed by an averaging filter [47] followed bya threshold

detector:

Equation 4-5 K = = —
12

fl 1 n
1 1 4 1

1 1

Here '*"is convol ution. H is the moving average window matrix[47].

Equation 4-6 L=DIK^NT] =(L^),L, if / <iVT
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Here NT is also an adjustable threshold between noise and real edges. In this chapter NT

is taken as 0.5. The image after noise removal is shown in Figure 4-2 (c).

Step 3: Filling the region inside the edges. It is desired to differentiate the remaining

resist fi^om the cleared region by assigning the pixels of the dark region .the value of 1

while assigning other pixels the value of 0. After Step 1 and 2, the edges are assigned the

value of 1 while other areas are assigned the value of 0. Now we need to fill all areas

inside the edges with color 0. There have been many mature filling-area algorithms which

can be found in[48]. In this thesis the simplest scan-line polygon fill algorithm [48] was

employed. The image after filling was shown inFigure 4-2 (d). Denote the image as P.

Step 4: Clipping proper image. Generally only a particular partof the SEM image is of

interest. As is in Figure 4-2 (d), only the region outlined by the dotted lines is needed to

compare with simulation, because it is the critical feature of this pattern. The clip of

interest is characterized by the coordinates of its center, (-ro,yo), which is termed "

alignment mark", and its width Wand height H. Thatis, theclip is

Equation 4-7 e=

H W
-0—.^o-y

H W
'o+y.ro-y

•to.yo

. P H W

H W
^o+y.yo+y

The alignment mark is usually found by searching for a pixel that satisfies some given

conditions. In this particular pattern, the alignment mark is defined as the pixel that is

equidistant to the two resist lines. Here the distance of a point p to a set of points B is
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defined as J(p;5) =min{| p-b\\\/be B]. If more than one pixel satisfies the condition,

their mass center is taken as the alignment mark. The alignment mark in Figure 4-2 (d) is

marked by

Note that the extraction process for a SEM picture is conducted only once, thus the

computational complexity is not of particular concern.

After the above four steps, a black/white image Q has been obtained, which will be

compared with simulated images. Note that by the above method of choosing pattern

edges, the filled patterns will be bordered by the outmost edges. This means Q is

corresponding to the profile at the bottom of the remaining resist.

4.4 SEM/SIM Comparator and Model Tuner

Given a simulation output, no matter if it is an aerial image or an activated site

concentration, it can be treated with a threshold model to obtain a monochromatic

representation of the resist patterns after development. This means resist for which the

simulated value is higher than a given threshold is considered to dissolve, and otherwise

the resist is considered to remain.

For the purpose of comparing SEM's with simulation, it is necessary to clip the simulated

image with the same window defined in Section 4.3, step 4. The clipping process is

essentially identical. Note that in the presence of lens aberration, the simulated image is

no longer symmetric, thus the coordinates of the alignment mark can not be determined

in advance of simulation.
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The clipped simulated image is denoted as R, which is also a black/white image. After

obtaining the monochromatic representations of the SEM picture and simulated image,

namely Q and R, the Image Mismatching Factor (IMF), a 2D metric evaluating the error

of the simulation is given by:

SSK-qJ
Equation 4-8 IMF = I j

I J

Note that the numerator represents the area in which the simulation does not agree with

the SEM picture, whereas the denominator represents the area of the resist patterns in the

SEM picture. An example of comparing SEM with the simulation is shown in Figure 4-3.

The simulation model can now be optimized using this metric. The optimization process

is depicted in Figure 4-4. The simulation is iterated with a different set of parameters

until IMF is minimized. A number of algorithms can be used to find the optimum of a

given irregular function, for example. Direct Search Method, Newton-Gauss Gradient

Search, Simulated Aimealing[49]. In this thesis, the Method of Feasible Direction[12] is

used for its simplicity, stabilityand ability of reaching at least local optimum.
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Figure 4-2 The process of extracting black/white representations from SEM

pictures.

Here, (a) SEM picture, (b) image after extracting the edges, (c) image after removal of

noise, (d) image after filling the area inside the edges. In (d) the alignment mark is

highlighted by
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\
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OVERLAP

SIMULATION

Figure 4-3 Overlaying SEM with simulated image.

The Image Mismatching Factor (DvIF) is defined as the ration of the dark area in the

overlap to the white area of the SEM.

Irmging/Resist Simulator

Model Parameter Tuner

Resist

Profile

Differential

SEM Picture

Figure 4-4 The framework for tuning models based on minimizingIMF.



4.5 Conclusions

The algorithm for extracting monochromatic representation of resist patterns from SEM

pictures is presented in this chapter. At present the computational complexity of the

algorithm is not critical since it needs to be run only once for each SEM picture. The

Image Mismatching Factor (IMF) is introduced as a 2-dimensional metric for evaluating

the simulation model performance. Furthermore, a framework for tuning simulation

models is built. With the fast algorithm presented in Chapter 3 and the model

calibration/evaluation framework presented in this Chapter, a comprehensive model of

projection lithography can be implemented and thereafter the sources contributing to

pattern distortions can be identified, which is the main theme of this thesis and will be

discussed in details in Chapter 5.
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5 Modeling Projection Lithography

through Resist Simulation and

Pattern Matching

5.1 Introduction

With the IC device dimensions approaching lOOnm regime and ArF imaging technology

rapidly maturing, a comprehensive model of projection lithography is needed to identify

the systematic error factors in printing process including mask variation, lens

imperfection and resist chemistry, and guide manufacturing processes. Furthermore, the

extensive use of Resolution Enhancement Technique (RET) greatly boosts the need of a

fast, predictive and physical model to ensure that the RET designs reach CD targets and

have enough process latitude. For example, current OPC models are extracted from 1-

dimensioanl CD measurements, including linewidth, space width and so on. The

extrapolation of these OPC models to 2D random logic devices might result in poor

imaging quality and small process latitude, which may fail the devices. The unwanted

pattern distortion phenomena, such as comer rounding and line-end shortening (LES),

exacerbated in the extension of optical lithography into deep 100-nm regime are

increasingly in^ortant in ensuring lithographic quality. A predictive model of 2D random

patternprinting is therefore desired to avoid the failures of OPC models.
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In Chapter 2, a physical model of stepper/resist system simulation using SPLAT and

STORM is described, which has been proved effective in predicting LES in 248nm

resists[43]. Compared with 248nm resists, 193nm resists are still immature and have

some unwanted properties such as large line-edge roughness (LER), poor resist adhesion

and resist slimming during Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) measurements[50][5],

which presents great challenge to the application and modeling of ArF lithography. As a

consequence, current production-oriented modeling work of 193nm lithography usually

focuses on one particular dose and best focus and tries to predict the critical dimensions

(CDs) of different patterns through rapid numerical models including diffused aerial

image model[51][52], variable threshold model [34][35] and so on. It is the process

engineers' responsibility to select the best dose and focus so as to provide large enough

process latitude and minimize the in^acts of the systematic errors in simulation models

[54]. This methodology can ensure line CD control within 5% variation but may fail in

capturing the 2-dimensional pattern distortions which result in unwanted scum, bridging,

etc.[54] Furthermore, the simulation errors can be magnified by the dose/defocus bias

brought forth by non-uniform wafer planarity or tool-dependent lens aberrations. Thus

the process latitude may be unexpectedly poor when using reticles corrected by this

methodology[55]. On the other hand, lithography engineers have been using physical-

model-based simulators such as PROLITH [56] and SOLID-C [57] to evaluate the

feasibility of process setup and predict the though-dose, though-focus printing results of

mask patterns. Although the simulators capture the trends of printing results as process or

reticle varies, they generally are not used to predict pattern CDs if certain accuracy is
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required due to the large number of their model parameters to be calibrated and the time-

consuming simulation process.

To provide a solid base for characterizing the major process factors inl93nm lithography

and predicting the pattern transfer quality, this chapter begins with a rapid physical model

combining the advantages of the above two methodologies. A predictive, physical and

feasible model is expected to have the following properties:

1) It is a reasonable approximation of actual physical and chemical processes

occurring in lithography, therefore it can be extrapolated to predict new processes

or new patterns not covered by the calibration process of the model.

2) It has relatively a small number of key parameters which can be extracted

efficiently by sampling experimental data. In another word, the model can be

easily trained.

3) Its computational complexityis small.

4) As far as lithography engineering is concerned, the capability of predicting

through-dose, through-focus and across-tool behaviors of various patterns within

reasonable error is highly desired.

Developing such a model is the main theme of this thesis. A systematic divide-and-

conquer strategy is presented and the modeling methodology is developed in this chapter.

In summer 2000 and summer 2001, the author had the opportunity to work at KFAB of

Texas Instruments (TI). The experimental and simulation work on characterizing 193nm

lithography at TI provides a solid basis for this chapter. The discussion with Maureen

Hanratty, Keeho Kim, Mark Terry and Mark Ma, the author's mentors and colleagues at

TI, greatly helps motivate and develop the modeling work presentedin this chapter. Their
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advice and knowledge offered generously to the author is highly appreciated. Meanwhile,

the author appreciates Jeff Byers at International SEMATECH (now he is with HNLE, a

subsidiary of KLA-Tencor) for providing resist and anti-reflective coating (ARC)

parameters. The resist parameters were measured at SEMATECH and now are available

through resist vendor.

Based on the enormous amount of experimental data and SEM pictures obtained at TI, a

divide-and-conquer strategy was used to identify the main process factors individually.

The main factors affecting printing quality include mask accuracy, choice of imaging

imagining focal plane, lens aberrations, resist PEB process and resist dissolution

mechanism. Practically, the SEM measurement error is also not negligible in calibrating

models. In particular, the large LER and resist slimming of 193nm resists make the

measurements much more noisy than for 248nm resists.

First, the actual mask CDs were measured and used in all simulations, which excludes the

mask error effect. Comparing the mask CDs and wafer CDs, it is found that the

unexpected isolated-dense line bias is mostly determined by mask CD variations and

Mask Error Factor (MEF). Then by inspecting the CD vs. defocus curves of isolated and

dense lines, the location of focal plane in the resist was determined. When adding lens

aberrations measured by Litel in-situ technique at TI and simulating CD vs. defocus

curves of lines, it was found that the actual focal plane location was 0.1pm lower than

calculated under the assumption of aberration-free lens. The error of simulated CDs is

reduced by 15% after including lens aberrations. It proves the importance of

incorporating lens aberrations in the model and furthermore indicates that positioning the

focal plane can compensate for lens imperfection to some extent.
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Using the measured mask CDs, lens aberrations and the imaging location found above,

the light intensity in resist of lines at different defocus, different pitch and 9.5mJ/cm^

dose are simulated. A threshold light intensity model was used to determine the line CDs,

By fitting line CD vs. defocus simulations with experimental curves, the threshold was

extracted. The Root Mean Square (RMS) value of the simulation error was 5.26nm, or

5% of the smallest linewidth. Thus this single-threshold model is adequate in predicting

line CDs through focus.

The calibrated single-threshold resist imaging model was further used to simulate 2-

dimensional patterns. The simulated images conform the experimental SEM pictures very

well and the mismatched area is generally less than 15% of the pattern area. However,

this line-end gaps predicted by this model were much larger than experimental. The RMS

error is 43nm, which indicates the resist PEB or dissolution process may have big impact

on opening gaps. Two models were tested to identify the impact of the two resist

processes separately. One was PEB model in which the acid diffusivity, the deprotection

rate constant and the threshold activated site concentration were tuned to determine the

line-end gaps. The PEB model reduced RMS error of line-end gap prediction to 37nm

with little change in RMS error of predicting linewidths. The other model tested was a

dissolution model in which the dissolvability of resist at a certain location is enhanced by

the maximum acid concentration in its neighborhood. While keeping the error of

linewidth simulation within 6nm, the dissolution model reduces the error of predicting

gaps to 26nm over different doses and focuses. Finally the PEB model and dissolution

model were combined to predict the patterns CDs through dose/focus with RMS error of

26nm. The residual error maybe due to the incompleteness of dissolutionsimulation.
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5.2 Experimental Setup

The experiments were done at Texas Instruments on a 193nm 4X scanner, NA 0.6, a

0.75. The scanner is an early engineering tool. The Sumitomo PAR?10 resist was used, a

soft bake 130°C, 60sec, and post exposure bake 130°C, 60sec. After soft bake, the resist

thickness is 350nm. Along with the resist, the Bottom Anti-Reflective Coating (BARC)

AZ-20 was also used with thickness 82nm.

A full through dose and through defocus matrix was exposed. The dose used was firom 9

to 10.5mJ/cm^ in step of 0.5mJ/cm^. The defocus was from -0.2 to 0.2|bim in steps of

0.1pm. After development, the SEM pictures of the patterns were taken. All SEM

pictures had the same magnification of 150K. The resist parameters were provided by

International SEMATECH. The optical constants of the PAR?10resist are n=1.699, A=0,

B=1.114, C=0.05mJ''. The BARC AZ-20 hasrefractive index n=l.706174, k=0.40784.

Before the exposure experiments, the mask was measured. In all the simulations in this

chapter, the measured mask CDs were used. Inparticular, ID line/space patterns andtwo

2D patterns named *D1 IH" and 'D18H" were used to develop and test the models. The

measured linewidths on the mask are listed in Table 5-1 and the two 2D patterns with

measured CDs are shown in Figure 5-1 and 5-2, respectively.
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Table 5-1 Measured CDs on the mask

Note that the mask is 4X, thus the resulted wafer CDs are supposed to be '4 the mask CD.
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rn used for calibrating simulation models

ere from actual mask measurements. The axis are

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5

Figure 5-2 D18H, the mask pattern used for verification of simulation models

All the dimensions noted in the figure were from actual mask measurements. The axis are

in unit ^m. Note that the mask is 4X.



5.3 Simulation Setup

[57][58][59] etc. show that the Aerial Image Model, even including aberrations, is not

sufficient to capture the through-focus behavior of lines. On the other hand, the imaging

in resist model which was presented in Chapter 1 is shown to be capable of capturing the

essential through-focus variation of lines. Thus the imaging in resist model is used as a

base model in this chapter. It first simulates the image intensity at a location within resist

and then uses Equation 5-1 to convert image intensity to acid concentration:

Equation 5-1 C„{x.y) = 1-

Where I{x,y) is the normalized image in resist, and Dose is the exposure dose in

mJ/cm^, C is the Dill's C parameter in cm^/mJ. The conversion of image to acid is for

simulating the effects of different doses. Finally a threshold detector is used to determine

the simulated CD, which means the resist will be developed where the image intensity or

activated site concentration is above a given threshold.

Before the simulation, it is worthy of mentioning the importance of plus the measured

mask CDs instead of the designed values into simulation. Figure 5-3 plots the

experimental linewidths vs. pitch. It can be seen that the isolated lines are wider than the

dense lines, which can not be explained by optics because the light intensity on isolated

lines is always higher than dense lines. The light intensity slope of isolated lines are also

steeper than dense lines. Figure 5-4 plots the light intensity distribution across the IBOnm

line at pitch from 320nm to 1750nm. Furthermore, isolated resist lines are attacked by

more acid or developer than dense lines are, due to the fact that isolated resist lines are

facing much broader spaces which have higher acid or developer concentration. Thus it is

expected that isolated lines are narrower than dense lines. In fact, it can be explained by
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mask CD variation. Figure 5-5 plots the measured mask CDs vs. pitch. The mask CDs

and pitches have been divided by4 for normalization to IX. Compared Figure 5-3 and 5-

5, it can be seen that the wafer CDs almost exactly follow the variation of mask CDs.

When the pitches are less than 400nm, the mask CD errors are magnified by the Mask

Error Factor (MEF) that can be up to 2 for lines if pitch is small. Therefore the isolated-

dense bias is mostly due to the mask CD variation, or in other words, due to the isolated-

dense bias of mask CD. Note that the mask CD variation is consistent with pitch

variation. Thus current OPC models, calibrated on through-pitch and through-width line

CDs, are actually including the mask making bias effects. This also helps explain why the

current OPC models are only valid for a particularmask making tool[60][61].

5.4 Identifying Imaging Location in Resist

In gate printing process, linewidth control is the first priority. Thus the effectiveness of a

lithography model should be tested first against the through dose, through defocus and

through pitch behavior of linewidths. Moreover, the linewidths are basically 1-

dimensional structures and therefore provide ground for building models.

Aplot oflinewidths of100-140nm lines at pitch 350nm, exposure dose 9.5mJ/cm^, and at

defocus -0.2 to 0.2 pm is shown in Figure 5-6.
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Figure 5-3 Wafer CD vs. pitch

The wafer CDs areexposed at0 defocus, 9.5mJ/cm^ dose.
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Figure 5-4 Simulated light intensity of 130nm line in resist

The light intensities are taken at the bottom of resist. Defocus 0p.m.
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Figure 5-5 Mask CD vs. pitch
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Figure 5-6 Linewidths vs. defocus at 350nm pitch

Note that the wafer CDs of the lOOnm line at -200 and -lOOnm defocus are 0, which

means there were no patterns on the wafer.
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Note that there were no patterns of the lOOnm line on the wafer when the defocus was -

200nm or -lOOnm. This could be due to processing latitude problem.

From Figure 5-6, it can be seen that the best focus corresponds to a positive defocus setup

on the scanner which is very close to 0. Since the line CDs are determined by the feet of

the remaining resist or the image intensity at the bottom of resist, the focal plane of the

scanner is most likely close to the bottom of the resist. The resist thickness, however, also

affects the image intensity distribution at the bottom of resist. Figure 5-7 plots the light

intensity at the bottom of resist when the 0 defocus corresponds to a focal plane 0.2p,m

below the resist surface.

0.3 0.4

X(am)

•O^n
-O.lum

(huB

O.lara

0.2am

Figure 5-7 Light intensity of 140nni line at 350nni pitch

The light intensities are taken at the bottom of resist. The 0 defocus means the focalplane

is 0.2p,m below the resist surface.
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By introducing resist thickness effect and focal plane location, the light intensity is no

longer symmetric with defocus. Thus it explains the asymmetric behavior of line CDs

with defocus varying, while aerial image model can not explain that.

The following procedure was used to determine the actual position of the focal plane.

First use SPLAT to simulate the image intensity at the bottom of resist through defocus,

at dose 9.5mJ/cm^, assuming the distance of focal plane to the resist surface is Z, where

positive Z means the focal plane is below the resist surface (away from the lens) and

negative Z means the focal plane is above the resist surface (towards the lens). In the

simulation, the measured mask CDs of the 100, 120, 130 and 140nm lines were used to

exclude the mask error effects. After obtaining the image intensities, a threshold detector

is used to calculate the linewidths, which assumes the resist at which the image intensity

is above a given threshold is developed. The Root Mean Square (RMS) value of the

errors between simulation and experimental data is calculated over the 4 lines and 5

defocuses. The disappearance of lOOnm lines at negative defocuses could be due to

process errors, thus the simulations at these nodes were not included in the calculation of

RMS error. Figure 5-8 shows the simulated linewidths vs. defocus when the focal plane is

0.35, 0.25, 0.2 and 0.15p,m below resist surface, assuming the lens is aberration-free. The

corresponding RMS errors are 17.16, 6.77, 3.29 and 4.05 nm, respectively.

From Figure 5-8, it can be seen that the 0.35jim and 0.25|xm focal positions make the

best focus at -0.2 |Lim and -0.1 |Lim, respectively, whereas the best focus determined by

the experiments is around Op-m. Furthermore, their RMS errors are large. This indicates

these two focal positions fail in capturing the through-focus trend of the line CDs. On the

other hand, the 0.20pm focal position shows almost identical through-focus trend as the
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experimental curves and has minimum RMS error 3.29nm. The 0.15|uim focal position

shifts the best focus further to +0.05|Lim, which excludes the possibility of this position

being the 0 defocus setup on the scanner. This concludes that the 0 defocus setup on the

scanner is approximately 0.20|im below the resist surface, which is explained as follows.
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Figure 5-8 Simulated iinewidths vs. defocus at 350nm pitch

Four lines shown in the plot are 100,120,130 and 140nm wide, respectively.From (a) to

(d) the focal plane are 0.35,0.25,0.20 and 0.15pm below the resist surface, respectively.
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Consider an exposure system with IX lens (the actual lens in the scanner is 4X, but the

imaging parameters in experiments and simulations are all adjusted to IX) depicted in

Figure 5-9 (a).

Mask Lens

(a)

Wafer

a

L \

\

1

1

1

(b)

Figure 5-9 Diagram of a IX exposure/resist system.

In (a), the components of the scanner are shown. Note that the lens is IX, thus a = P =

sin 'NA. Theresist system is depicted in (b), where L is theresist thickness. Theincident

angle is P and the refraction angle is y-

Obviously, the angles a and are given by
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Equation 5-2 sina = sin /3 = AW

The refraction angle is given by Snell's Law

Equation 5-3 sin p = nsin/

Where n is the refractive index of resist.

If there were no resist, the two rays at the edge of lens will converge at the focus. Due to

resist refraction, however, the two rays will converge at another point below the original

focus. Suppose the resist thickness is L, and the distance of the original focus to the resist

surface is x. Since the bottom of the remaining resist after develop determines the resist

CD, it is desired to converge the rays emitted from a certain point to the bottom of resist

so as to reduce the imaging spread at the bottom. Therefore the desired imaging spread at

the resist surface is given by

Equation 5-4 a = L tan y

Therefore the original focus is positioned at

Equation 5-5 x= ^
tan p

In the experiments, the resist thickness L=350nm, refractive index n=1.699. Using

Equations 5-2 to 5-5, it is found that jc=176nm. That is, the optimum focal plane is

estimated to be 176nm below the resist surface, which justifies our conclusion that the 0

defocus setup on the scanner corresponds to the plane 0.20|j,m below resist surface if the

lens is aberration free.
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5.5 Simulating Linewidths in the Presence of Lens Aberrations

The best imaging location found in Section 5.4 is not valid when taking into account the

fact that the lens is not perfect. The aberrations were measured through Litel in-situ

technology and the Strehl ratio was found to be0.926. Although this Strehl ratio doesnot

have significant impact on aerial image, it significantly affect the imaging in resist.

Figure 5-10 shows the linewidths vs. defocus when the focal plane is 0.20, 0.25 and

0.30|Lim below resist surface, simulated with the measured lens aberrations. The

corresponding RMS errors are 9.94, 4.99 and 2.79 nm, respectively. It can be seen that

the conclusion that the optimum focal plane is 0.2p-m below resist surface is not longer

valid if the lens aberrations are taken into account. In fact, the best focal plane is now

0.30ji,m below the resist surface. By including lens aberrations, the best focal plane is

shifted O.ljLim towards the resist bottom and the RMS error is reduced from 3.29nm to

2.79nm, or 15%. Thus lens aberrations are critical to the choice of best focus and to the

through-focus variation of CDs.

Setting the best focus to be 0.30|Lim below resist surface and including lens aberrations

into SPLAT simulations, the line CDs can be calculated with the threshold found above.

Figure 5-11 compares the experimental and simulated CDs vs. defocus at 350nm and

1750nm pitch, exposure dose 9.5mJ/cm^. The RMS error for the four different lines at5

defocuses and 4 different pitches (320, 350, 500 and 1750nm) is 5.28 nm. That is, the

RMS error over 80 line CD measurements is 5.28 nm, or 5.3% of the smallest linewidth

(lOOnm mask CD).
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Figure 5-10 Simulated linewidth vs.defocusat 350nm pitch, aberrations included

Four lines shown in the plot are 100,120,130 and 140nmwide, respectively- From(a) to

(d) the focal plane are 0.20,0.25 and 0-30pm below the resist surface, respectively.
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Figure 5-11 Experimental and simulated linewidth vs. defocus at 350nm and

1750nm pitch, lens aberrations included

Four lines shown in the plot are 100, 120, 130 and 140nm wide, respectively. Here (a)

and (b) are experimental CDs at 350 and 1750nm pitch, respectively, (c) and (d) are

corresponding simulated CDs.

Generally, the CD control in gate printing process requires ±5% CD variation. And SEM

measurement error is more than lOnm due to resist slimming and line-edge
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roughness[15]. Thus this simple resist imaging model, aided by lens aberrations, is

capable of predicting line CD with RMS error 5% of the current 130nm node. It is

sufficient for mask layout verification or process validation to ensure proper CD control.

Combining the above analysis, it is concluded that the variation of linewidths are mostly

due to mask CD bias. The lens aberrations are critical to the choice of optimum focal

plane and are essential to predicting the through-focus CD variation. Due to the sharp

image slope in line/space structures, the line CDs are not sensitive to PEB or dissolution

process. By calculating the image intensity on the bottom of resist with the measured

Zemike polynomial coefficients, the linewidths can be predicted with RMS error 5.28nm,

which is even less than the SEM measurement error.

On the other hand, PEB and dissolution models are not negligible in predicting pattern

fidelity of 2-dimensional features, as will be shown in next section.

5.6 Analysis of Experimental and Simulated Images

With the defocus setup and the threshold obtained in Section 5.4, DllH, the pattern

shown in Figure 5-1 was simulated with dose 9.0, 9.5, 10.0 and 10.5 mJ/cm^, defocus -

0.2 to 0.2|jim. Note that the same relative light intensity at different dose generates

different photoacid concentration. Thus the threshold hght intensity is converted to

threshold photoacid concentration by Equation 5-1. Then the simulated images were

compared with the monochromatic representations of the corresponding experimental

SEM pictures and the Image Mismatching Factor (IMF) was calculated to evaluate the

effectiveness of the resist imaging model. The mask pattern shown in Figure 5-1,

'D1IH", was first simulated to evaluate the predictability of the simulation model. Note
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that there was noticeable amount of bias on mask. The designed separation between the

two line ends is 120nm, while the actual space on mask is equivalent to 134nm.

The SEM pictures of the corresponding wafer pattern exposed at 9.5mJ/cm" and defocus

-0.2 to 0.2pm are shown in Figure 5-12. The corresponding monochromatic

representations of these SEM pictures are shown in Figure 5-13.

Figure 5-12 SEM pictures of DllH exposed at 9.5mJ/cm .

From left to right and irom top to bottom, the pictures correspond to defocus -0.2, -0.1,0,

0.1 and 0.2|im.



Figure 5-13 The monochromatic representations of the SEM pictures ofDllH

exposed at 9.5niJ/cm^.

From leftto right andfrom lop to bottom, the pictures correspond todefocus -0.2, -0.1,0,

0.1 and 0.2pm.



For the purpose of CD control, a good model is expected to predict line or space CDs on

arbitrary patterns within reasonable error. For the patterns D1IH andD18H, theCD used

to evaluate a model is the spacing between the two line ends. Figure 5-14 plots the

through-dose, through-focus spacing of DllH. Since the resist shrink during SEM

measurements, the curves are smoothed in Figure 5-15. In the smoothing process, it is

assumed that the space CD is a parabolic function of defocus at a certain dose. That is

Equation 5-6 CD{x) =a-¥bx-\rcx^

Where x is the defocus, a, b and c are functions of dose. By fitting the CDs at a dose with

Equation 5-6, the coefficients a, b and c can be determined and the smoothed CDs are

given by Equation 5-6. The smoothed curves are shown in Figure 5-15.
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Figure 5-14 The experimental line-end spacing of DllH

The legend refers to dose.
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Figure 5-15 The smoothed line-end spacing of DllH

The legend refers to dose.

The overlay of the simulated images with the monochromatic representations of

experimental pictures is shown in Figure 5-16. The simulations agree with experimental

images in black areas in Figure 5-16, and do not agree in gray areas. In Figure 5-16, (a) to

(d) correspond to exposure dose 9.0, 9.5, 10.0 and 10.5 mJ/cm^, respectively. Only the

overlay of simulations at 0 defocus are shown. The model it was further used to test

another pattern D18H at dose 9.0 to 10.5 mJ/cm^, and —0.2 to 0.2|jim defocus. The

average IMFs were used to evaluate the models'predictability.
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The IMFs of D1IH and D18H at dose 9.0 to 10.5mJ/cm^ and defocus -0.2 to 0.2 Jim are

listed in Table 5-2. Figure 5-17 plots the corresponding spacing predicted by the resist

imaging model.

Table 5-2 IMFs of the simulations applied to two patterns

TheIMFs at defocus -0.2)Lim to0.2iim, at dose 9 to 10.5 mJ/cm^, areshown.

IMFof D11H 9 9.5 10 10.5 Dose

Defocus -0.2 0.133 0.1401 0.1317 0.156

-0.1 0.1082 0.114 0.1407 0.0992

0 0.1439 0.0915 0.137 0.131

0.1 0.126 0.1422 0.1318 0.1342

0.2 0.2508 0.1706 0.5477 0.1195

Average 0.15238 0.13168 0.21778 0.12798

IMFof D18H 9 9.5 10 10.5 Dose

Defocus -0.2 0.094 0.2117 0.0855 0.1323

-0.1 0.092 0.0946 0.0759 0.0873

0 0.0635 0.1279 0.0914 0.0879

0.1 0.0708 0.0584 0.0862 0.0922

0.2 0.3265 0.2399 0.3762 0.2079

Average 0.12936 0.1465 0.14304 0.12152
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Figure 5-16 Overlay of simulated and experimental images.

The simulations overlap with experiments in the black area, while they do not agree in

the gray area.

Table 5-2 and Figure 5-16 show that this resist imaging model fits through-dose, through-

focus experimental SEM pictures very well, even though the threshold photoacid

concentration was obtained by fitting linewidths at 9.5mJ/cm^ dose only. At the 0.2|xm



defocus, however, the IMFs are much larger than at other defocuses. This is mostly due

to the blurriness of SEM pictures corresponding to the 0.2pm defocus patterns. Not yet

well developed, the 193nm resists are facing the problems such as large line edge

roughness (LER), low contrast and resist slimming during SEM measurements. At 0.2pm

defocus, the imaging quality of the patterns was poor, thus the resist had much more

severe LER compared with other defocuses, as can be seen in Figure 5-12 and 5-13. This

made the extraction of monochromatic images from the SEM pictures very noisy. This

mismatch can be probably solved by adjusting SEM pictures to remove the textures

caused by LER, a topic beyond the scope of this thesis.
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Figure 5-17 The simulated line-end spacing of DllH

The legend refers to dose.
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However, the spacing predicted by this resist imaging model is significantly and

consistently larger than the experimental data. The RMS error of prediction is 43.6nm,

which indicates the chemical effects other than optical effects must be taken into account.

It is well known that line-end shortening (LES) frequently occurs in 248nm lithography,

which means the spacing between two line ends is larger than designed. In 193nm

lithography, however, line-end spacing is often smaller than design and causes scum and

bridging effects. There could be two mechanisms contributing to this line-end gap

shrinkage phenomenon. First is the PEB process. Along the edge of lines the image

intensity is high (almost 1) and the image slope is steep. In the neighborhood of line-end

gap, however, the image intensity is low (typically less than 0.7). Thus it is expected that

larger amount of acidcan diffuse into the line than diffuse into gap. The other mechanism

is the dissolution process. The neighborhood of lines has very high dissolution rate and

thus is dissolved instantly at the beginning of developing. Then the sidewalls of lines are

attacked by developer, which effectively increases the dissolution of lines. In contrast, the

neighbor of line-ends is dark and the dissolution rate is relatively low. Thus it takes more

time to open the gap and therefore leaves less time for the developer to attack resist line

ends. As a consequence, the gap is developed for less time and may show more

roughness and scum than line edges do.

The reason that the resist imaging model succeeds in predicting linewidths but fails in

predicting line-endgas is further explored by Figure 5-18.
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Figure 5-18 Light intensity across lines and line-end gaps

The line is 140nm wide, isolated. The gap is 134nmon mask. Both features wereexposed

at 9.5mJ/cni2. The legends refer to defocus.

Figure 5-18 shows that the lines have much and steeper higher peak light intensity than

the gaps, which justifies the above argument that gaps are developed for less time and the

advancing of developer is relatively slow. Also, note that the lens aberration have bigger

impact on gaps than on lines. The light intensity of gaps is not symmetric or sharp

whereas that of lines is almost as symmetric and sharp as without aberrations.

To determine the impact of PEB and dissolution on printing the line-end gap, two models

corresponding to the two processes are presented in next sections.
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5.7 Analysis of PEB Models

The PEB model presented in chapter 2 and 3 was used to predict the pattern CDs. The

PEB reaction rate constant K|=0.307s'', acid loss rate constant K2=0s*\ diffusivity

constant D0=20.65nm^/s, exponential diffusivity constant 0)=3, reaction order m=l. After

PEB simulation through RIAR, a threshold model was used to determine the CDs. The

deprotection/diffusion parameters were provided by International SEMATECH.

However, the reaction rate constant Ki, diffusivity Do and exponential difhision factor (O

were found to be so large as to clear all resist. Thus the parameters were tuned to fit the

line-end gap data of D1IH and then used to simulate the linewidths given in Section 5.3.

The calibrated Ki=0.1, Do=5nm and O)=0. The simulated line-end gaps are plotted in

Figure5-19. The simulated linewidths are plotted in Figure 5-20.
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Figure 5-19 The line-end spacing of DllH simulated with PEB model
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Figure 5-20 The linewidths simulated by PEB model

Here (a) is 350nm pitch and (b) is 1750nm pitch.
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It can be seen that PEB model reduces the error of predicting line-end gaps at the cost of

increasing the error of predicting linewidth. The RMS error of simulating line-end gap is

37nm and of simulating linewidths is 27.8nm. As a comparison, the RMS error of resist

imaging model in predicting line-end gap is 43.6nm and in predicting linewidth is

5.28nm. Thus the linewidths are not sensitive to PEB process while the line-end gaps are.

By including PEB model, the simulation of line-end gaps is improved by 15% but the

error of linewidth simulation is too large for CD control purpose.

In PEB process, the line ends are exposed to larger bright area that line edges are. Thus

the amount of acid diffusing into line ends is usually larger than into lines, which leads to

line-end shortening effect, a common phenomenon in 248nm lithography. By using

image and PEB simulation. Chapter 2 successfully explained the LES effect in ICrF
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lithography. Note that the peak light intensity in gaps is much lower than near lines, as is

seen in Figure 5-18. In high-contrast KrF resists, this does not cause trouble because the

middle of gaps can still be developed almost instantly at the beginning of develop. Then

the developer advances until hitting resist whose dissolution rate is about 0. Thus the

lines and gaps have the same threshold light intensity in KrF lithography. The line-end

shortening is basically due to optical approximating and acid diffusion. In 193nm

lithography, however, the resist contrast is low. During develop, it may take some time

for develop to open the middle of gaps and then advance. Thus the threshold is higher

than in the case of lines. Therefore it is compellingly necessary to include a dissolution

model into simulation, which will be discussed in next section.

5.8 Analysis of Dissolution Model

Variable-threshold models have been used extensively in OPC[34][35]. The threshold

light intensity is usually assumed to be a ftinction of light intensity slope. To illustrate

how the light intensity distribution affect the threshold, the thresholds which result in

experimental CDs are plotted vs. acid concentration slope and peak acid concentration in

Figure 2-21. Using acid concentration instead of light intensity is to adjust the effects of

different dose. It can be seen that the threshold is not strongly correlated to slope. Instead,

the threshold is approximately a constant if the peak acid concentration is above 0.03.

When peak acid concentration is less than 0.03, threshold appears to be increasing as

peak and slope of acid concentration decreases. This phenomenon indicates a variable-

threshold model is not adequate if the impact of peak intensity is not included.
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Figure 5-21 The correlation of threshold acid concentration with peak acid

intensity and acid intensity slope

Here (a) plots threshold vs. peak intensity and (b) plots threshold vs. slope.
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A 1-dimensional dissolution model was developed as a possible factor for this various

threshold phenomenon. Suppose the dissolution rate along a line is r(x), and the

maximum dissolution rate is at jc=0. At other points, the dissolution rate is assumed to be

so low that the vertical dissolution of the resist at that point can be neglected. Only the

point at the xs=0 can be developed vertically. This assumption is valid if the resist contrast

is high enough. After the resist at x=0 is developed, its neighboring resist can be and can

only be dissolved by the developer filling x=0. This assumption is approximately true

given the fact that the sidewall area is much than the resist surface area. Then the time for

developer to dissolve the resist at x with lengthdx is

Equation 5-7 dt = dxl r(x)

Then the developer advances to dissolve the resist at x+dx. Thus the resist being

developed during time T is determined by

dx hEquation 5-8 f =7-
r(x) r(0)

Where L is the length of the resist having been developed, h is the resist thickness and

/i/r(0) is the time needed to develop the resist at x=0. It is similar to the dissolution

model proposed by C. Mack[32].

The dissolution rate is a function of activated site concentration, which is usually

described by enhancedMack Model[62][63]:

Equation 5-9 r{s) = .-
1+7^:^(1-5)'

Where s is the normalized activated site concentration, Kenh is the enhanced dissolution

constant, Km, is the inhibition dissolution rate, Rresin is the resin dissolution rate.
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The parameters given by International SEMATECH are: /?re.vm=550nni/s, /?m/fl=0.05nin/s,

/?mfljc=568nm/s, «=14, /=12.

If the aciddiffusion in PEB is ignored, the activated site concentrationis givenby

Equation 5-10 s = l-

Where K\ is the reaction rate, Ca is the photoacid concentration and t is PEB time.

Figure 5-22 plots the dissolution rate as a function of normalized activated site

concentration.
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Figure 5-22 Dissolution rate of PAR710 vs. normalized activated site

concentration
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To simplify the dissolution modeling, it is assumed that acid diffusion is negligible and

thus dissolution rate is a direct function of acid concentration. Furthermore, the curve

plotted in Figure 5-22 is approximated as 3 line segments, similar to the Lumped

Parameter Model proposed by C. Mack[32]. In another word, the dissolution rate as a

function of acid concentration is given by

Equation 5-11 r(c) =

0

C-Cr

R max*
Ci

R.

C<Cr

Co < c < c,

c> c,

Where c is acid concentration, cq and c\ are cutoff acid concentrations and Rmax is the

maximum dissolution rate. Furthermore, assume the acid concentration is a linear

function of position x, which is approximately true in the region where light intensity

transits from high to low. Then the dissolution rate as a function of position x is

Equation 5-12 r(x) = 0 S
Substituting Equation 5-12 to 5-18, the advancing length of resist is given by

Equation 5-13

To make this calculation easy to use, an equivalent threshold acid concentration is

derived which is the acid concentration at x=L. Thus this equivalent threshold can be

directly put into resist imaging model to determine the CD. The threshold can be shown

to be

Equation 5-14 -kt + k.
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Where is the maximum acid concentration along the line, k is the slope of acid

concentration along this line, t and h are constants to be determined.

On the other hand, Tc must be greater than cq. Thus the threshold acid concentration is

^ I. ^
f 1 h

-kt-\rk.—Equation 5-15 = maxjcg .exp

The resist imaging model was modified to include this dissolution rate effects. After

obtaining the acid concentration of the patterns, the line at which the CD is measured is

extracted and the maximum and slope of acid concentration are calculated. Then

threshold acid concentration is determined by Equation 5-15. Then the threshold is used

to find out the CDs. The parameters in this dissolution model, t and /i, were extracted by

fitting CDs with 140nm isolated line, 130nmlines at 350nm pitch, DllH gap at 9.5 and

10.5mJ/cm^. The simulations are compared with experiments in Figure 5-23. The RMS

error of gaps is reduced to 24nm, 33% less than PEB model and half the imaging model.

Meanwhile, the RMS error of linewidth prediction is less than 6%, because this

dissolution model becomes single-threshold model when peak and slope intensity are

large, which is true for lines.
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Figure 5-23 Comparing experiment with simulation using Dissolution model

Here (a) plots the linewidthsand (b) plots the gaps.

5.9 Conclusions

In this chapter, first the resist imaging model was implemented to predict the line CDs.

With only one parameter, the threshold photoacid concentration, fitted at one dose

9.5mJ/cm^, the model shows very good performance. It calculates the linewidths through

dose, through focus, through pitch and through line-width with RMS error of 5.28nm.
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The SEM measurements were noisy due to the resist LER and slimming phenomena, and

the measurement error is believed to be more than lOnm. Meanwhile, the process

variation, if well controlled, is about 5% of the nominal CD, i.e., 6.5nm. Thus the error is

less than measurement or process errors, which makes it sufficient for the purpose of

mask verification. By comparing experiments with simulations, it is shown that the lens

aberrations are critical to the choice of best focus. The focal plane should be shifted to

compensate for the lens aberrations. With lens aberrations, the through-dose, through-

focus CD variation can be predicted very well. On the other hand, the mask CD errors are

the main factors that determine the wafer CD errors. The unexpected isolated-dense bias

is mostly due to mask CD bias.

Then the model was applied to simulate 2D resist patterns. The simulation fits well with

the experimental SEM pictures through dose and through focus, even though the

parameter was only trained at one dose. The mismatch area is generally around 14% of

the pattern area. However, the model failed in predicting line-end gaps. The experiment

gaps are much larger than predicted, which is believed to be caused by chemical effects

such as PER or develop.

The FEE model was applied to simulate the patterns and the diffusivity and reaction rate

were tuned to fit the experimental gaps. By incorporating PER model, the RMS error of

predicting gaps was reduced firom 43.6nm to 37.0nm, or 15%, whereas the RMS error of

predicting linewidths was 27nm. Note that at the line ends, the LER is particularly severe

and the resist, due to its small bulk, is more sensitive to SEM. Thus the measurement

error is believed to be much larger than along lines. Further improvement of simulation

performance was achieved by incorporating a ID linear-dissolution-rate model to
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describe the low-contrast of 193nm resists. The dissolution model reduced the RMS error

of predicting gaps down to 24nm, a 50% improvement on PEB model. A resist imaging

model, combined with PEB and 2D/3D dissolution model, is expected to solve the

prediction problem. Since line ends are very sensitive to PEB while linewidths are not,

the PEB model should be trained at the line-end gaps. Moreover, more experiments are

needed in which PEB times should be varied to differentiate the effects of PEB and

dissolution.
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6 Electric-Field-Enhanced Post

Exposure Bake Technique

Theory and Simulation

6.1 Introduction

Electrical field has been used for long time to control physical motions of charged

particles. A technique broadly used is electrophoresis, which uses electric field to

separate charged particles such as nucleic acids and proteins by size and charge[64][65].

There exists similar charged particle motion in chemically amplified resists[66].

Chemically amplified resists are based on the acid catalyzed deprotection of functioning

groups in a polymer matrix. During the post exposure bake (PEB) step, several chemical

and physical processes take place. Photoacid catalyzes the deblocking process[67], in

which the blocked insoluble polymer is converted to a soluble polymer with hydroxyl

group and a volatile component. The volatile group then generates fi^ee volume that

enhances the photoacid difiusivity. Meanwhile, the photoacid can be deactivated by

neutralization and evaporation, or be trapped due to lack of fi-ee volume. Some of the

resist systems also suifer fi-om substrate or air contaminations[68].

For the purpose of CD control, it is desired to confine the acid in the vertical direction

and reduce the lateral acid diffiision/deprotection, which is a key limiting factor on line-
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end shortening and CD bias[69]. Since the photoacid carries positive charge, an external

electric field present in the resist film can force it to drift along certain direction. This is

the same principle of electrophoresis. Electrophoresis is applied to particles in fluid,

where the particles have long motion length. In resists, the acid diffusion length is usually

less than several tens of nanometers, which may have severe effect since IC devices are

approaching sub-lOOnm regime. Thus in this chapter a method for improving resist

resolution based on acid drift in external electric field is presented. In this setup, an

alternating electric field is applied vertically across the resist film during the FEB. It will

force the acid to drift back and forth in the vertical direction and confine its lateral

diffusion. The method is termed electric-field-enhanced PEB (EFE-FEB). In this chapter,

a math model of EFE-FEB is first presented and a rigorous solution is obtained under the

assumption of Fickean diffusion and constant electric field. Then the experiments on

UVIIHS resist and JEOL electron-beam exposure tool is described and discussed.

6.2 Post Exposure Bake Model

The radiation of photon or electron will generate photoacid in chemically amplified

resists, as is described in Figure 6-1 (a). Then in FEB process, the photoacid is thermally

split into a positively charged proton and a negatively charged anion. The proton

catalyzes the deprotection reaction of the polymer matrix of resist, in which the blocked

insoluble polymer is converted to a soluble polymer with hydroxyl group and a volatile

component, as is described in Figure 6-1 (b). Then the volatile group generates fi-ee

volume and enhances the acid diffusivity.
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Figure 6-1 Chemical reactions of resist in exposure and FEB.

(a) is the photochemical reaction in exposure, in which an acid CF3COOH is generated

byphoton or electron, (b)is thedeprotection reaction inFEE, catalyzed bytheproton IT.

In the presence of electric field, post exposure bake processes can be described via the

following partial differential equations:

Equation 6-1 ^
= V.(DVC,) - V.ijuEC,) - K,C

ot

Where Cos is the activated site concentration, Ca is the photoacid concentration, is the

reaction rate, D is the photoacid diffiisivity in the resist, K2 is the photoacid loss rate, and

E is the electric field.

The explanation of Equation 6-1 is in Chapter 3, Section 3.2. Note that in the second

equation, the second term - V.(^EC„) is the acid drift term, where ja is the acid mobility

in the resist.
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The acid mobility fi is related to acid difflisivityD by the Einstein equation:

Equation 6-2
qD

a =-—

^ kT

Where q is the charge of the proton, k is Boltzman constant and T is PEB temperature.

To improve the resist profile, i.e., to obtain 90°C resist sidewall, it is desired to enhance

the acid drift in the vertical direction and reduce the acid diffusion in the horizontal

direction. Hence the electric field is applied along the vertical direction, as is illustrated in

Figure 6-2.

© photoacid
Resist

Figure 6-2 Principle of electric-field-enhanced post-exposure baking.

The acid is generated in exposure, and its drift in the vertical direction is enhanced by

electric field. Note that a vertically uniform resist profile, i.e., 90®C resist sidewall, is

desired. Therefore a vertically directed electric field is needed.



6.3 Rigorous Solution to Electric-Field-Enhanced Post Exposure Bake

Model

In general, the acid difhisivity D is not a constant during the PEB process. Instead, it is

usually a ftinction of the extent to which the resist has been deprotected, because the free

volume generated in PEB usually enhances the acid diffusivity by creating additional

diffusion path. A relation between acid diffusivity and activated site concentration is

proposed in [70][23]:

Equation 6-3 D =

In some resists, for example, UVIIHS, acid diffusivity can be considered as a constant

during PEB. That is, £0 = 0, which corresponds to Fickean diffusion. In the case of

isotropic Fickean diffusion and constant electric field in PEB, the EFE-PEB model can be

rigorously solved. For simplicity, E is assumed to be at the vertical direction (z axis). The

lateral directions are x and y axis. Assume z=0 corresponds to the resist bottom, and z=Lz,

Lz>0, corresponds to the resist top surface. The resist is assumed to be a box bordered by

0 < jc < L_j,0 < y < ,0 < z < . The coordinate systemis depicted in Figure 6-3.
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Lx

k z
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Figure 6-3 The coordinate system used in solving EFE-PEB model.

The resist is a box [0, ] X[0, ] X[0, ], andz is vertical direction. E is along z axis.

In this coordinate system. Equation 6-1 can be written as

ac
Equation 6-2

Equation 6-5

Equation 6-6

^=K,{\-cjc:
dt

ac _,a2 a' a'

dz
Equation 6-3 ^ +•^)C„ - fiE - /iTzQ

dt ox oy oz

The boundary conditions are

Equation 6-4 {x,y, z,0) = 0

CflU, y, z,0) = c(xy y,z)

-D-^ = 0, atA: = 0,L
dx
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riC
Equation 6-7 - D ^ = 0, at 3; = 0, L.

dy

dC
Equation 6-8 -D + I^EC„ =0, at z = 0,L.

oz

Equation 6-4 means the initial activated site concentration is 0 everywhere. This

assumption means no deprotection reactions occur before the PEB process. The

assumption is valid if the thermal deprotection in room temperature can be ignored, or

equivalently, the activation energy of the deprotection reaction is high enough. Note that

the deprotection reaction is Arrhenius reaction [85] (see Equation 3-28). Most resist

systems satisfy this boundary condition.

Equation 6-5 gives the initial photoacid concentration.

Equation 6-6, 6-7 and 6-8 mean that there is no acid flux in or out of the resist boundary.

This assumption is valid if there is no acid evaporation, air/silicon surface contamination

or acid diffusion into silicon. Note that the acid flux is determined only by the diffusion

at the X and y boundaries, whereas at the z boundaries, the flux is determined by both

diffusion and drift.

Equation 6-2 can be solved as an ordinary differential equation (ODE) and its solution is

Equation6-9 (jr, y,z,/) =1- exp(-A', £C" (jc, y,z,r)dT)

Thus I will focus on the solution to Equation 6-3 under the restriction of Equation 6-6, 6-

7 and 6-8. First, let

Equation 6-10 C„(x, y, z, /) = Fix, y, z,

Substituting Equation 6-10 to Equation 6-3:

e-"'' ^ .F =e'"''.D(^ +̂ +
dt dx^ dy^ dz dz
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Therefore the following equation is obtained:

.....Equation 6-11 ^ = ^(tT + ^ -/tE—
3t dx^ dy^ dz' dz

Then let

Equation 6-12 F = X{x)Y{y)Z{z)T{t)

SubstitutingEquation 6-12 into Equation 6-11 and separating coefficients:

^ dT Dd^X Dd^Y 1
Equation 6-13 = + r- + —

n'' Z „dZ

Equation 6-14

Equation 6-15

Equation 6-16

Equation 6-17

dx^

d^Y

dy

T dt X dx^ Y dy"" Z

The solution to Equation 6-13 can be obtained by finding the eigen functions of three

differential equations:

d^X
= A,X

, =A/

d'Z fjEdZ ..

dz' D dz '

^ =D(A,+A,+A,)7-
dt

Here X, Yand Z must also satisfy the boundary conditions:

Equation 6-20

dX 1
j *=0 ~
dx dx

\x=L,

dY\ dY

II

"dy y=L,

( dZ
+ D ]'•

dZ uE \- — +^Z L-z. =0
dz D I'-'-
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The eigenfiinctions of Equation 6-14 with the boundary condition 6-18 can be easily

solved:

/ ^
miDc

(
mn

Equation 6-21 X„ (jc)= cos
L

\ * j

' X

\ ^ j

,m = 0,1,2,.

Similarly, the eigenfiinctions of Equation 6-15 with the boundary conditions 6-19 are

Equation 6-22 !'„(}') = cos
/ ( \

nTty

I

II

nn

'kV ^ J \ ^;

uE
V = -—

D

Z(z) = e'^

Substituting Equation 6-23 to Equation 6-16:

Equation 6-24 a ^- vcr - = 0

Thus Equation 6-16 has 2 degenerated eigenfiinctions:

exp(cr"'z),exp(c7"z)
Equation 6-25

,n = 0,1,2,...

To find the eigenfiinctions of Equation 6-16 with the boundary condition 6-20, let

Equation 6-23

+ v + p _ v-p rTTTT"CT =-^.p =Vv^+4A,

The reasonof denoting p as +4X^ will be shown shortly.

According to Equation 6-25, the complete eigenflinction of Equation 6-24 can be written

in the following form:

Equation 6-26 f (z) = a* exp(cr"^z) + a~expCcr'z)

^ (z) must satisfy the boundary condition Equation 6-20. Substituting Equation 6-26 into

Equation 6-20:
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a^(<T^ -v) + fl"((7" -v) = 0
Equation 6-27

a*{q* - v)e'^ ' +a~(cr~ -v)e° =0

To make C(2) a nontrivial ftinction, either or d is not 0, which requires

Equation 6-28

SubstitutingEquation 6-25 to Equation 6-28:

Equation 6-29

^ ^a-L

exp
V + p

= exp
v-p

=>pL^ = j2pK, p = 0,1,2...

ThenfromEquation 6-27, d^ andd canbe solved:

,(7^-V p - V
Equation 6-30 —- = : =

a a -V p+v

From the above discussion, the eigenfunctions of Equation 6-16 with the boundary

condition 6-20 can be written as

{j2pn- vL irT^lEquation6-31 Cpiz) =e I' ^p =0,l,2...
^ J2p7t + vL^

From Equation 6-25 and 6-29, the eigen value of Equation 6-16 corresponding to ^p(z)

is given by

Equation 6-32
pn

2

'"1
.2,

SubstitutingEquation 6-21, 6-22, and 6-32 into Equation 6-17:

Equation 6-33
^ =-D
dt

/ \ 2 ( -s2 2

(v\mn nn pn
++ + —

2
< •* / I ^ J V /

m,n,p= 0,1,2,.

Therefore T{t) is given by
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Equation 6-34 T„^,»(') = exp D

1 ( \ 2 2

mn nn
-1-

pn
+ +

L 2
\ /

Combining the above discussion, it can seen that the solution to Equation 6-11 can be

written as a linear combination of products of „^(r). That is,

Equation 6-35

( \
mTDc

^ \
nTtyF{x, y, z, 0 =S S S ^mnp cos

m=0 n=0 p=Q

cos

C,te)-«" •'»4
jlpn + vL,

^mnp ~
/ \ 2 C \ 2 / > 2

(Amn
+

nn pn
— + +

\ * / \ ^ )
I2J

where the coefficients are determined by the initial acid concentration 6-5, and can

be obtained by orthogonal expansion, since F(x,y,zj) has been expressed in the form

of orthogonal basis functions. For this purpose, the normalization factors for the

eigenfiinctions are calculated first.

Equation 6-36

rJo

f
Jo

COS

cos

^mitx^

mTty

dx=^
2

^ 2

['Cp(z)Cp(z)dz=2L,

Here the function Cp(z) is thecomplementary of Cp(z), which is defined as

Equation 6-37 ip(z) = e
jlpn-vL,

Therefore, the coefficients of orthogonal expansion can be determined by
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Equation 6-38

2 pL. rL. pL

^""'=1:17:
rriTDc njty

cos ^(z)dxdydz

Finally, the complete solution to the PEB model is summarizedas

Equation 6-39

Cos z,0 = 1-exp(-A:, JoC;*(X, y, z,T)dr)

C„ (X, y, z, 0= ^ I]XC^p cos
fn=0R=0 p=0

fL_ fL t-L

/ N r \
mTJX riTty

COS

£vV ' J
» f

r >
mjDc

.\ ^ J

2

r ^
riTty

{z)e

LL L
J ' J 'c(x,y,z).cos

Jo JQ Jo
COS ZAz)dxdydz

^mnp

"x'-'y'^z

/ \ 2 / \ 2 2

mn
+

nn P7t
++ —

L, £v L 2,
I ^ \ /

C.(Z) = «
•_-{r^] I;2p>r-v^, {r^]

jlpn + vL

?»(Z) = «
irf] , •/2p;r +vL,

j2pn-vL^

D kT

6.4 Numerical Picture of Electric-Field-Enhanced Post Exposure Bake

With the rigorous solution obtained in Section 6.3, some numerical con:q)utations are

conducted to depict the effectof electric field in PEB.

Assume £>=50 nmVs, resist thickness £z=600 nm, PEB time 90 sec, initial acid

L Ldistribution is C„ (x, y, z,0) -C5{x —•^)8(y - -^)z, as is illustrated in Figure 6-4. The

acid concentration linearly decreases from the top to the bottom of the resist, which is a

V =

fiE _qE
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rough approximation to the acid distribution profile after optical radiation due to resist

absorbance. Note that the acid distribution is a line source.

A Ca

Figure 6-4 An example of acid distribution profile.

Note that z=L^ corresponds to the top surfaceof resist. The acid concentration linearly

decreases from top to bottom, which is an approximation to the acid distribution after

optical exposure. To illustrate the diffusion/drift effects, the aciddistribution is assumed

to be a line source, i.e., all the acid is concentrated on the line x=LJ2, y=Lyl2.

The acid concentration is always cylindrically symmetric about the line x=L^2, y=Ly/2, so

only the acid concentration in the cross-section y=Ly/2 plane will be plotted. In the plots,

'Vertical" refers to z axis, and 'lateral" refers to x axis. Figure 6-5, 6-6 and 6-7 plot the

acid distribution profiles corresponding to V=0, 0.2 and 0.3 V, respectively, where V is

the voltage drop from the top to the bottom of the resist film. It can be seen that the

standard PEB can hardly improve the acid distribution uniformity while the 0.2V BFE-

PEB can significantly smooth the acid distribution. If the voltage is as high as 0.3V,
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however, the majority of acid will be shifted to the bottom of resist by the electric field,

which is not desired.

Figure 6-8 compares the acid distribution after PEB along x axis, which is lateral

direction. For the standard PEB (E=0 V/m), the acid distribution is taken at z=L, where

the acid spreads farthest laterally. For the EFE-PEB (£=3.3x10^ V/m, or V=0.2V), the

acid distribution is taken at z=L/2, where the lateral difftision of acid is largest. It can be

seen that the EFE-PEB has smaller amount of acid difftising laterally than standard PEB

does, due to the fact that EFE-PEB can average the vertical acid distribution.

These numerical examples show that the presence of electric field can significantly alter

the photoacid distribution, which thereafter impacts the activated site concentration

profile. Usually a vertical resist sidewall is desired while excessive lateral acid difftision

is unwanted due to CD control purpose. Thus, a vertically directed electric field helps

improving resist profile by migrating photoacid fi*om high concentrated area (for

example, top surface in optical lithography) to low concentrated area (for example, resist

bottom in optical lithography). Meanwhile, the use of vertical electric field can help

reducing unwanted lateral difftision due to the reason depicted in Figure6-8.

Prior art on the application of electric fields during PEB to control and improve resist

profiles includes a pair of patents by Tokui and Yoneda[71]. Tokui and Yoneda used a

DC field of 10 to 100 kV/mm on SAL-601-ER-7, described the preferred movement of

the IT downward from an attenuated KrFexposure, and gave a schematic diagram of the

resulting resist profile improvement rather than SEMs of resist profiles.

However, a simple DC field is not effective in improving the resist profile, although a

properly chosen electric field magnitude can make the acid vertically uniform. In fact, it
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can be proved that a simple DC field can never result in a vertically uniform resist

profile. Thereason isnot obvious and will be discussed in next Section.

Vertical(nm) 0 0
Lateral(nm)

Figure 6-5 Acid distribution after standard FEB.



*

vertical(nm) Lateral(nm)

Figure 6-6 Acid distribution after EFE-PEB, y=0.2V orJ?=3.3xlO^ V/m

Vertical(nm) Lateral(nm)

Figure 6-7 Acid distribution after EFE-PEB, V=0.3V or£=5.0x10^ V/m
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Figure 6-8 The acid lateral diffusion after standard PEB and 0.2V EFE-PEB.

6.5 The Role of Alternating Field in EFE-PEB

The dissolution rate of resist is determined by Coi, activated site concentration[72][73].

As is shown in Equation 6-39, Cas is given by

y,z,t) = l- expi-K^Ca (jc, y,z,r)dT).

To improve the resist profile, it is desired to obtain a vertically uniform activated site

concentration. From Equation 6-39, Cas at a certain point is determined by the amount of

acid passing through this point during PEB. Optical radiation of resist yields more

photoacid at the top and less at the bottom due to resist absorption. A downward electric

field can help migrate photoacid towards bottom, thus results in a better resist profile. A

direct field, however, is not sufficient to obtain a uniform activated site concentration.
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and is not efficient in driving acid-catalyzed deprotection. To illustrate this, consider a 1-

dimensional model depicted in Figure 6-9. The acid concentration linearly decreases from

z=L to z=0, and the electric field E also points from z=L to z=0. Assume E and D is

uniform in the resist layer.

Acid concentration

Zl Z2

Figure 6-9 One-dimensional EFE-PEB model.

Initial acid concentration linearly decreases from z=L to z=0. The direction of constant

electric field E is negative. Any point z can be visited by acid from 2+52]- Note that

Sx<5i.

During PEB, a given point z can be visited by the drifting/diffusing acid from the interval

[z-si, z+52]- Obviously si<S2y and si, S2 do not depend on z. Thus if z\<Z2, the amount of

acid in interval [zi-^i, 21+^2] is smaller than in interval [^2-^1, Z2+S2]' As a result, Casizi)

will be smaller than Cas(.Z2) after PEB. On the other hand, if z\+S2>L and Z2+S2>L, in the

case of large E, then zi and Z2 are visited by acid from [zi-5i, L] and [z2-'Sh E],
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respectively. Thus Cas{z\) will be greater than Casizi)- From the above discussion, it can

be seen that a DC field can not result in a vertically uniform resist sidewall, no matter

what magnitude the field is.

In fact there is only one case in which a DCfield could result in a uniform Cas- That is, all

the acid is concentrated on the very top surface of the resist at the beginning of FEB. In

other word, the initial acid concentration is

Equation 6-40 (z,r = 0) = C5(z - L)

This case can not occur in KrF, ArF or e-beam lithography unless the exposure dose is

extremely small. In 157nm or Extreme Ultra-Violet (EUV) lithography, however, this

case is common because of the high absorbance of resist at these wavelengths. The high

absorbance of resist at 157nm and 13.6nm wavelengths severely limits the resist

thickness, which therefore limits the resist performance as a barrier to plasma etching

[19]. A potential solution to this high absorbance problem is to use a downward direct

electric field to migrate the photoacid at the top of resist to the bottom during PER, as is

discussed in this chapter. This can be considered a modification of Top Surface Imaging

(TSI)[74]. A term 'Electrical-Field-Assisted Top Surface Imaging" is proposed here for

this process.

In general, the photoacid distribution is not a point source. Thus, to make Cos identical

everywhere, a simple solution is to make and S2 so large that any point can be visited

by acid from interval [0, L]. Note that can only be increased by an upward electric

field. Thus an alternating field, rather than a direct field, is desired to obtain vertically

uniform activated site concentration. In addition to the alternating field, a small
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downward direct field can also be of help by migrating the excessive acid at the top

towards the bottom.

EFE-PEB with alternating field can also make the acid-catalyzed deprotection reaction

more effective. In EFE-PEB, the acid ion will move much faster in the vertical direction,

and it will catalyze much more deprotection reactions in the vertical direction than in the

lateral direction. Compared with the standard PEB, the acid will catalyze the same

number of reactions. But the increased movement of the acid in the vertical direction

means that reaction events tend to occur and consume the acid along a more vertical path.

This directed consumption depletes the number of catalytic events available for enabling

reactions in the lateral direction and, has the effect of confining the lateral motion of the

acid. It can be concluded that the lateral (unwanted) dissolution of resist will be reduced,

compared with the standard PEB. Meanwhile, the vertical (desired) dissolution of resist

will be enhanced due to more vertical acid motion. Thus the EFE-PEB can aggressively

modify the resist profile.

From Equation 6-39, a large E is desired so that the electro-migration effect can dominate

the diffusion process. On the other hand, the lateral diffusion length is estimated by

-JlDt. Therefore a small PEB time t is desired to reduce acid lateral diffusion. To

enhance the vertical deprotection and reduce the lateral deprotection by transporting acid,

an alternating electric field with an offset bias is needed. The frequency and offset bias

should be adjusted based on the acid diffusivity and different amount in the

exposed/unexposed area. To choose the frequency and offset bias, two criteria have to be

satisfied. First, the frequency should be low enough for the offset bias to vertically move

the acids in the unexposed area for a long enough distance before the acids fully
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deprotect the polymer in that area. At the same time, the frequency should be high

enough for the acid in the exposed area to fully deprotect the polymer.
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7 Electric-Field-Enhanced Post

Exposure Bake Technique:

Experiment

7.1 Introduction

In Chapter 6, the theory on electric-field-enhanced post exposure bake is discussed and

an alternating field is theoretically shown to be able to improve resist sidewall.

Furthermore, the presence of electric field in PEB can aggressively modify the resist

profiles. The experiments to verify the impacts of BFE-FEB are described in this chapter

and the experimental evidences are presented. The experiments conducted in electron-

beam lithography are described first, and then the experimental data fi^om KrF

lithography are presented.

The diagram and voltage waveform of EFE-PEB setup are depicted in Figure 7-1. Note

that the voltage in the first half period is V+DC and in the second half period, it is -

V+DC, The DC offset bias is DC while the AC component is V.
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V+DC

wafer

-V+DC

Hotnlate

Figure 7-1 The setup of electric-field-enhanced PEB.

The wafer is in between two A1 sheets, to which the cathodes are connected. The

waveform of the output voltage is shown in the right side. It is a bi-polar rectangle wave

with peak voltage V+DC and-V+DC, and period T, where DC is the DC offset.

7.2 Experiment Setup in Electron-Beam Lithography

The experiments were conducted on a JEOL electron-beam exposure tool. The resist

UVIIHS was coated on highly-doped wafers (the resistance is <1012, hence the voltage

drop across the substrate can be ignored) at 3000rpm for30secand prebaked at 140°C for

60sec. The exposure doses were 1.5, 3, 6, 9, 15, 20, 30 |J.C/cm" with beam currents 1, 5

and lOpA. The patterns of equal line/space (L/S) were exposed, the line/space widths

were lOOnm, 200nm, 300nm and SOOnm, i.e., L/S=100/100, 200/200, 300/300,

500/500nm.To exclude the environmental variations, we always loaded two chips into the

exposure tool at the same time. Even though e-beam exposure has to be conducted in a

sequential manner, the second chip was always exposed within 20 min after the first chip



was exposed. Since the exposures were conducted more than 2 hrs after tuning the

exposure tool, it is believed that the beam current drift was minimal. The two chips were

exposedwith the same dose/beam current matrix.

One chips was randomly chosen for EFE-PEB and the other for standard PEB. The

standard PEB conditions are: 140°C, 90sec. Two sets of EFE-PEB conditions were used:

(1) 140°C, frequency lOOkHz, 3.3V, 60sec, i.e., high-frequency, low-voltage mode. (2)

140°C, frequency 8kHz, lOV, 90sec, i.e., low-frequency, high-voltage mode.

The chips were developed in 0.263N tetramethylammoniumhydroxide(TMAH) for 60sec,

in room temperature.

The 2-chip experiment wasrepeated 6 times andhadgood reproducibility.

7.3 Experiment Results and Analysis

In general, SEM pictures show T-topping taking place to some extent. This T-topping

might be caused by several mechanisms. First, the samples were exposed in vacuum,

some chemicals may outgas during the pumping process and cause surface retardation.

Second, the highest electron dose is close to the substrate, the top part of the resist is

exposed mainly by electron back scattering and may not receive enough dose[36]. Third,

the environmental contamination may exist in SEM area.

TheSEM pictures show that the EFE-PEB has noticeable effects on resist profile.

It was expected that EFE_PEB might increase the resist sensitivity. In the experiment,

however, EFE-PEB's effect on sensitivity was not significant. All the patterns exposed at

lower than 6|iC/cm^ did not appear, and all the patterns exposed over 9 p,C/cm^ appeared.

Some ofthe patterns exposed at 15 p,C/cm^ were over-exposed.
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On the other hand, EFE-PEB can reduce the PEB time requirement. Figure 7-2 compares

the line comers under EFE-PEB and standard PEB, respectively. In this sample, the EFE-

PEB is lOOkHz, 3.3V, 60sec. The line/space width is 500nm, dose 20|J,C/cm^. It can be

seen that in EFE-PEB, the comer is more vertical, while in standard PEB, the comer

forms a large radius profile with a rough edge and gradual taperdown to the substrate.

Figure 7-3, 7-4, 7-5 and 7-6 compare the cross-sections of 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3|xm L/S

patterns under EFE-PEB and the standard PEB. The dose is 9p,C/cm^. The EFE-PEB is

8kHz, lOV, 140°C, 90sec.

For 0.1 fxm 178 showed in Figure 7-3, the T-top effect was so severe that the top of the

resist still remained while the undemeath part of resist was washed away. The EFE-PEB,

however, confined the lateral acid diffusion so more resist on top remained and formed a

'tomb". In the standard PEB, the teeth of the 'bomb" were deprotected and developed

due to lateral acid diffusion[75].

For 0.2|am L/S shown in Figure 7-4, the standard PEB resulted in a very narrow resist

foot which causes the collapse of resist lines, as is shown in Figure 7-4(b). The EFE-PEB

lead to a thicker foot which was able to sustain the resist lines. This collapsed pattern is

an example of over-exposure. The EFE-PEB has better tolerance of over-exposure

because it confines the acid difhision and reduces the extra lateral deprotection.

Figure 7-5 compares the 0.3p,m L/S pattems. It can be seen that the EFE-PEB lead to

muchbetter resist profile, though the T-top effect stillexisted.

Figure 7-6 compares the 0.5p,m L/S pattems, dose 15p.C/cm^. Though the standard PEB

and EFE-PEB lead to similar resist profile, EFE-PEB provided a better CD. In this

sample, the design L/S is 500nm/500nm, standard PEB gave L/S=358nm/600nm, EFE-
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PEB gave L/S=430niii/538nm. EFE-FEB reduced the lateral deprotection length by about

70nm.

Table 7-1 shows the L/S values due to EFE-FEB and standard FEB. In all cases the

remaining resist line was widened by at least 40nm.

Table 7-1 Line/Space values from EFE-PEB and standard PEB (unit: nm).

L/S on mask L/S in standard FEB L/S in EFE-FEB

300/300 (dose 15nC/cm^) 190/483 267/434

300/300 (dose 9\>.aat?) 215/388 253/332

500/500(dose 9|iC/cm^) 358/600 430/538
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Figure 7-2 Comparison of EFE-PEB and Standard PEB for 0.5pm L/S, dose

20nCW.

(a) shows a line corner under EFE-PEB with lOOkHz, 3.3V AC, 140®C, 60sec. (b).

standard PEB 140°C, 90sec.
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Figure 7-3 Comparison of EFE-PEB and Standard PEB for 0.1pm L/S, dose

9fiC/cm'.

Here (a) is EFE-PEB with 8kHz, lOV AC, 140''C, 90sec. (b), standard PEB 140°C, 90sec.
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Figure 7-4 Comparison of EFE-PEB and Standard PEB for 0.2pm L/S, dose

9pC/cm^.

(a) is EFE-PEB with 8kHz, lOV AC, 140°C, 90sec. (b), standard PEB 140°C, 90sec.
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Figure 7-5 Comparison of EFE-PEB and standard PEB for 0.3pm L/S, dose

9pC/cm^

Here (a) is EFE-PEB with 8kHz. lOV AC, 140°C, 90sec. (b). standard PEB UCC, 90sec.
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Figure 7-6 Comparison of EFE-PEB and Standard PEB for 0.5pm L/S, dose

15pC/cm . Here (a) is EFE-PEB with 8kHz, lOVAC,140''C,90sec. (b), standard PEB 140°C, 90sec.



7.4 Experiments of the Impact of Field Polarity in Electron Beam

Lithography

In addition to the alternating field, the polarity of the direct field is also expected to affect

the resist profile, because the DC field can drive the acid upward or downward and

therefore redistributes the acid concentration. To demonstrate the impact of filed polarity

on resist, the experiments were conducted on a JEOL electron-beam exposure tool. The

resist UVIIHS was coated on highly-doped wafers (the resistance is <10Q, hence the

voltage drop across the substrate can be ignored) at 3000rpm for 30sec and soft baked at
1

140°C for 60sec. The exposure doses were 7, 9, 12, 16 \iClcvcf with beam currents 5 and

lOpA. The patterns of equal line/space (L/S) and isolated space were exposed, and the

line/space widths were lOOnm, 200nm and 300nm, i.e., L/S=100/100, 200/200,

300/300nm. Similarly, the isolated space width were 100, 200 and 300nm, too. To

exclude the environmental variations, we always loaded two chips into the exposure tool

at the same time. Even though e-beam exposure has to be conducted in a sequential

manner, the second chip was always exposed within 20 min after the first chip was

exposed. Since the exposures were conducted more than 2 hrs after tuning the exposure

tool, it is believed that the beam current drift was ignorable. Both chips were exposed

with the same dose/beam current matrix. Then one chip was randomly chosen for BFE-

PEB and the other for standard FEB.

The standard PEB conditions are: 140°C, 90sec. Two sets of EFE-PEB conditions were:

140°C, firequency 3Hz, DC 0.65V, AC 6.5V, 90sec, with the DC direction fi-om the

bottom to the top of the resist layer (upward) and from the top to the bottom of the resist

layer (downward). Note that in standard PEB, the A1 wafer was also placed on the resist
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top to eliminate the thermal difference between standard PEB and EFB-PEB. Finally the

chips were developed in 0.263N tetramethylam moniumhydroxide(TMAH) for 60sec at

room temperature.

In both e-beam and DUV experiments that will be discussed in Section 7.6 and 7.7, a

very important treatment of the A1 wafer, which is the cathode, was to coat it with an

insulating thin film. The film is made by spinning resist on the A1 wafer and baking at

300°C for 10 min. Without this insulator, the H+ ion was found loss on the top, which is

believed to be neutralized by obtaining an electron from A1 in the anode. Being pressed

by tweezers in PEB, the A1 cathode has good contact with the resist film.

7.5 Experimental Results and Analysis

The process of UVIIHS resist is not optimized for e-beam lithography. Instead, the

process is meant to be used for 248nm optical lithography. As is shown in Section 7.3, T-

topping effects takes place to some extent in e-beam experiment, which is believed

mainly due to e-beam dose distribution in resist. Thus an upward-DC is expected to

improve UVIIHS resist profiles. The SEM pictures show that EFE-PEB has noticeably

improved the resist profile.

Figure 7-7 compares the tilted top-view of EFE-PEB with that of standard PEB. The dose

is 12p,C/cm^. Under standard PEB, all the resist feet were undercut so severely that the

lines were washed away. Under EFE-PEB with an upward DC, however, the acid was

driven up without undercutting the lines so they still remained. On the other hand, the

EFE-PEB with downward DC drove the acid down to the bottom of the resist, thus the T-
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top effect was made even worse so that the top of the resist still remained while the

underneath part of the resist was developed and a 'bomb" was formed.

For 0.2p,m L/S shown in Figure 7-8, the standard PEB resulted in a very severe T-top

effect such that a 'bomb" was formed, as is shown in Figure 7 -8 (a). The EFE-FEB led to

the development of resist surface to some extent and all the resist feet remained. This is a

clear proof that the acid was driven to the top and implies that the EFE-FEB has better

tolerance of under-exposure.

Figure 7-9 compares the 0.3|im L/S patterns. It can be seen that the EFE-FEB lead to a

much better resist profile, even though there is some bridging effect at the resist edge. On

the contrary, the standard FEB eliminated all resist lines.

Figure 7-10 compares the 0.2|xm L/S patterns, dose 16p,C/cm^, which is over-exposed.

The upward EFE-FEB resulted in a clean sidewall. The downward EFE-FEB, however,

resulted in a 'foof at the resist edge, which indicates a worse T -top effect due to

downward acid drift.
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Figure 7-7 Comparison of upward/downward EFE-PEB and Standard PEB for

0.3,0.2and 0.1 pm L/S,dose 12pC/cm^.

Here (a) shows standard PEB. (b), EFE-PEB, DC upward, (c), EFE-PEB, DC downward,

only 0.3Dm L/S is shown in (c).



Figure 7-8 Comparisonof EFE-PEB and Standard PEB for 0.2pm L/S, dose

9pC/cm^.

Here (a) is standard PEB, MO^C, 90sec. (b), EFE-PEB DC upward.



Figure 7-9 Comparison of EFE-PEB and Standard PEB for 0.3pm L/S, dose

9pC/cm^.

Here (a) is standard PEB. (b), EFE-PEB, DC upward.



Figure 7-10 Comparison of EFE-PEB for 0.2pm L/S, dose 16pC/cm^.

Here (a) is EFE-PEB with 3Hz. 9.8V AC, 0.65V DC, upward, (b) is EFE-PEB with

identical frequency and voltage, but DC downward.



7.6 Experiments in KrF Lithography

To demonstrate the impact of EFE-PEB in KrF lithography, a second set of experiments

was done on an ASML KrF stepper. The resist UVII-10 was coated on 6-inch wafers.

Though the wafers were not highly doped, their conductivity was much higher than that

of the resist so that the voltage drop across the wafers could be neglected. The resist

processing parameters are: spin 6000rpm for 30sec, soft bake 130°C for 90s. Exposure

dose 27mJ/cm^, NA 0.5, a 0.2, Dense line/space with different pitches were exposed.

Since the resist profiles at different pitches were consistent, only the data of

L/S=400/400nm are presented in this thesis. On a 6-inch wafer, 26 dies of 2.1cm x 2.1cm

were exposed with the identical dose of 27mJ/cm^. During PEB, a 4-inch A1 wafer was

placed on the 6-inch wafer, covering half the dies. Thus half the dies were applied

electrical field while the other half were on standard PEB. In EFE-PEB, the A1 wafer was

preheated to 130°C so that the thermal perturbation induced by A1 wafer was diminished.

By use of this approach, the EFE-PEB and standard PEB can be considered to have

identical thermal histories.

The standard PEB is 130°C, 90s. Again, two sets of EFE-PEB were tested with frequency

2.5Hz, AC 6.5V, DC 6.5V, DC upward and DC downward. Finally the wafers were

developed in 0.263N TMAH for 60sec at room temperature.

Note that the upper boundary conditions for standard PEB and EFE-PEB are different.

For standard PEB, the top surface of resist is directly open to air, while in EFE-PEB, the

surface of resist is covered by A1 wafer. The difference in boundary conditions is

expected to have some effects on the PEB chemistry. On one hand, the close boundary in

EFE-PEB will block outgas of volatile group and make the protection/deprotection
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balance move to the direction of protection. Thus, the close boundary is expected to result

in less deprotection than the open boundary in standard PEB. On the other hand, the close

boundary means a second thermal source at the top, because the A1 wafer was preheated

to 130°C. This second thermal source will trigger more deprotection at the top compared

with the open boundary, in which there exists only one thermal source at the bottom of

resist. Since the resist chemistry was complicated by the different boundary conditions in

standard and EFE-PBB, it is not fair to directly compare the resist profiles resulted from

standard and EFE-PEB. However, by varying the polarity of the electric field and

observing the resulted resist profiles, the impact of electric field on PEB can be deduced.

7.7 Experimental Results in KrF Lithography

Figure 7-11 compares the LyS=400/400nm patterns obtained by KrF lithography. Both

EFE-PEB and standard PEB lead to good resist patterns. Since no anti-reflective coating

(ARC) was applied and c is small, there exists a strong standing-wave effect on the resist

sidewalls, indicated by the line edges. The AC/DC of EFE-PEB was not optimized to

eliminate the standing-wave effect. However, the existence of the DC field lead to a

better CD. Standard PEB gave LyS=295/469nm, while EFE-PEB gave LyS=362/380nm,

reducing the lateral deprotection lengthby about 90nm.

Figure 7-12 compares the same patterns under standard PEB and upward EFE-PEB

treatment. Since the acid at the bottom was driven away in the latter case, a narrower

resist opening at the resist bottom is expected. This is confirmed by the SEM pictures,

which show that the spacing at the resist bottom is 32Iran in upward EFE-PEB while it is

395nm in standard PEB.
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Since the downward and upward DC in EFE-PEB leads to different resist CDs on the top

and at the bottom, it is clear that EFE-PEB has noticeable effect on resist profiles.

Figure 7-11 Comparison of EFE-PEB and Standard PER in DUV lithography,

0.4pm L/S, dose27mJ/cm^.

Here (a) is EFE-PEB with 2.5Hz, 6.5 AC, 6.5V DC downward, (b), standard PEB 130°C,



Figure 7-12 Comparison of upward EFE-PEB and Standard PEB in DUV

lithography, 0.4pm L/S, dose 27mJ/cm^.

Here (a) is EFE-PEB with 2.5Hz, 6.5AC, 6.5V DC upward, (b), standard PEB 130°C,



7.8 Conclusions

This chapter explored Electric-Field-Enhanced Post Exposure Bake, a methodology for

enhancing the resist resolution and controlling resist profiles in electron-beam and KrF

lithography based on confining the photoacid drift/diffusion by applying external electric

field. Generally a high-voltage, low-frequency electric-field with a properly directed DC

offset is desired to optimize the resist profile. And a short FEE time is also desired to

optimize the resist profile. The electric-field enhanced PEE can reduce the PEE time

requirement by 30%. Sharper comers were observed and the remaining resist lines were

40 to 70nm wider. The EFE-PEE treatment did not appear to improve the overall

sensitivity. The reduced lateral diffusion/deprotection significantly improve the tolerance

for over- and under-exposure and CD uniformity.

By controlling the polarity of the electric field, better vertical uniformities and clean

resist sidewalls were observed and, in DUV lithography, the remaining resist lines were

70 to 90nm wider. The resist profiles can be aggressively controlled by adjusting the

polarity, magnitude and frequency of the electric field. More experiments are expected to

concept-prove the effectiveness of EFE-PEE in 157nm or EUV lithography. Furthermore,

the optimum parameters of EFE-PEE can be derived from the mathematical model

described in Chapter 6. Some experiments are expected to validate the optimization of

EFE-PEE process.
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8 Conclusions

8.1 Sununary

This thesis addresses the problem of modeling and simulation useful for understanding

factors responsible for various issues associated with the implementation of advanced

lithography processes. Given the reduction in cost of computation and increase in cost of

experimentation trend, the tools and methods will contribute to providing cost effective

means of understanding physical aspects of processing steps to allow for process

optimization.

Rigorous numerical algorithms and modeling approaches are described in this thesis to

provide a general numerical framework for tackling complex models encountered in

advanced optical lithography and identifying how process factors such as mask, lens and

resist impact the lithographic resolution. A comprehensive model incorporating mask

variation, lens imperfection and resist chemistry is absolute essential to understanding

and balancing these process complexities for sub-200nm fabrication. This thesis initially

discussed a methodology of modeling line-end shortening (LES) effects in KrF resists.

SPLAT and STORM was linked to conduct optics and post exposure bake (FEE)

simulation to obtain activated site concentration distribution, which directly determines

dissolution rate. A threshold model was applied to calculate the pattern CDs. By fitting

simulated CDs with experiment data, this methodology extracted the post exposure bake

parameters and threshold activated site concentration. The method successfully predicted

pattern CDs to RMS error within 10% of nominal linewidth. The method proved line-end

shortening effects in 248nm resists resulted from both optical approximaty effects and
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photoacid diffusion. In some high-diffiisivity resists, for example, APEX-E, the PEB

dominates the LES effects.

For KrF lithography, the imaging systems and resists are well developed. And simulation

models have been proved very effective in predicting critical dimensions (CDs) and

analyzing process factors. With ArF imaging technology rapidly maturing, the modeling

of 193nm lithography becomes compellingly necessary for guiding manufacturing

processes. The immaturity of ArF resists, however, presents formidable challenges to the

modeling work. The main theme of this thesis is to develop a comprehensive modeling

strategy so as to decompose the complexities of process factors involved in 193nm

lithography.

The computational time complexity of PEB simulation is a main bottle neck for modeling

lithography systems. This thesis presents a very fast algorithm for simulating coupled

physical/chemical processes described by non-linear partial differential equation (PDE)

systems. On the basis of Finite Difference Method (FDM), the algorithm uses high order

partial differential expansion to represent unknown functions in PDE so that a time step

100 times larger than the conventional FDM is achieved during the simulation. For

chemically amplified resist simulation, this algorithm is more than 10 times faster than

conventional simulators using the Finite Element Method (FEM). Thus it enables the

practical use of PEB simulation of Chemically Amplified Resists (CARs). The algorithm

was implemented in a simulator named RIAR, standing for Rapid Imaging Algorithm for

Resist. With the fast simulation capability of RIAR, the simulation of lithography process

is essentially no longer a limiting factor. The main hinder of modeling 193nm lithography

is believed to be developing and calibrating scalable and predictive models.
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To effectively calibrate resist models and address the 2-dimensional effects such as

comer rounding and bridging, an image processing algorithm which retrieves the

physically fine contours of patterns from noisy SEM pictures, and then computes the

difference of the extracted contours with those simulated by a given model. By fine

tuning the parameters to minimize the difference between experimental and simulated

contours, the model parameters can be effectively and efficiently extracted. This

approach enables 2-dimensioanl calibration of lithography models, which is essential to

modeling the printing of deep-lOOnm random logic devices.

Based on the fast PEB simulation algorithm and the image matching method, a

systematic divide-and-conquer strategy was developed to identify the main process

factors individually. The main factors affecting printing quality include mask accuracy,

choice of imaging imagining focal plane, lens aberrations, resist PEB process and resist

dissolution mechanism. The actual mask CDs were measured and used in all simulations,

which excludes the mask error effect. Comparing the mask CDs and wafer CDs, it is

found that the unexpected isolated-dense line bias is mostly determined by mask CD

variations and Mask Error Factor (MEF). Then by inspecting the CD vs. defocus curves

of isolated and dense lines, the location of focal plane in the resist was determined. After

adding lens aberrations, it was found that the actual focal plane location was 0.1mm

lower than calculated under the assumption of aberration-ffee lens. The error of simulated

CDs is reduced by 15% after including lens aberrations. It proves the importance of

including lens aberrations in models, because they affect the choice of best focal plane

significantly. Using the measured mask CDs, lens aberrations and the imaging location

found above, the light intensity in resist of lines over full defocus-pitch-linewidth matrix
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were simulated. A threshold light intensity model was used to determine the line CDs.

The Root Mean Square (RMS) value of the simulation error was 5.26nm, or 5% of the

smallest line width. Thus this single-threshold model proved adequate in predicting line

CDs over full defocus-pitch-linewidth matrix.

The calibrated single-threshold resist imaging model was further used to simulate 2-

dimensional patterns. The simulated images conform the experimental SEM pictures very

well and the mismatched area is generally less than 15% of the pattern area. However, the

line-end gaps predicted by this model were much larger than experimental. PBB and

dissolution models were tested to identify the impact of these two resist processes

separately. A PEB model in which the acid diffiisivity, the deprotection rate constant and

the threshold activated site concentration were tuned reduced RMS error of line-end gap

prediction to 37nm at the cost of increasing linewidth prediction error from 5% to 27%.

This indicates the large dissimilarity between line and gap behaviors is mostly not due to

PEB. A trajectory dissolution model was developed in which the dissolvability of resist at

a certain location is influenced by the neighboring peak light intensity. While keeping the

error of line width simulation within 6nm, the dissolution model reduces the error of

predicting gaps to 26nm over full doses-defocus matrix. The residual error may be due to

the incompleteness of assumed trajectory dissolution simulation.

This thesis also investigates a novel resist processing technique named 'felectric-field-

enhanced post exposure bake", which uses alternating electric field to aggressively

modify or control the profile of photoresist. The resist material becomes soluble in

reactions catalyzed by protons generated by exposure. In this process, the presence of an

alternating field leads to an order of magnitude greater arc length of the proton in the
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preferred direction than in the unwanted lateral directions. A mathematical theory was

presented and explained the necessaries of alternating filed. In experiments a resist

profile improvement effect was clearly observed, which provided evidence for patent

application. The method can significantly improve the resist resolution. More

importantly, it provides a promising solution to the problem of lack of single layer resist

facing 157nm and Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) lithography. With this method, current

commercial deep-UV resists could be used in 157nm and EUV lithography with little

modification. A patent of this invention was filed by University of California on July 18,

2001.

8.2 Improvements and Extensions of Lithography Modeling

Rigorous simulation in lithography requires simulation capabilities of 3-dimensional

effects. Optical lithography issues such as reflective notching, line end shortening, resist

footing and T-topping require 3-dimensional simulators to capture their effects. Until the

recent advances in numerical algorithms documented in the thesis of E. Croffie [10],

rigorous 3-dimensional simulation of PEB effects using mechanistic based physical

models presented a big challenge as these simulators took days due to the large increase

in the number of nodes representing the 3-dimensional domain. With the algorithms

presented in [10] and this thesis, 3-dimensional simulations are now practical. The RIAR

algorithm can be further extended to 3D, which is believed to be able to generate more

insights on resist processes. Combining this reaction/diffusion simulation with 3D

dissolution model ought to be essential to modeling the low contrast 193nm resist in

current use.
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